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1 - GUN MAGAZINES
12 US Gun Report magazines. GC
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2 - 308 LINK
200 x Disintergrating 308/7.62mm machine gun steel link in
original 20R packets. ExC

4 - SMLE BAYONET FROGS
Four WWII British Webbing frogs for the SMLE bayonet.
Maker and ordnance marked. VGC

17 - SS CUFF TITLES
Two SS German cuff titles. Both black with silver wire thread
to the edges. Marked Nibelungen and Handschar. ExC
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3 - 308 TRACER PROJECTILES
At least 300 7.62/308 cal tracer projectiles. GC

18 - LUFTWAFFE CUFF TITLE
Nazi German Officers Cuff title. Blue felt with silver thread
and embroided Kriegsbaerichter der Luftwaffe. ExC
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5 - WINCHESTER HANDBOOKS
Four small paperback books covering identification, parts,
operation and stripping for the model 94, 97, 12, 70 rifles
and shotguns. VGC

19 - LUFTWAFFE OBSERVERS AWARD
WWII Nazi German badge. Blackened eagle and Swastika
and silver wreath. Measures 50x52 and weighs 40g. (weights
of badges rounded to nearest 5g) VGC

6 - HANDGUN BOOKS
Five small soft cover identification and stripping manuals for
the P38, Luger, C96, High power and Makarov pistols. VGC

20 - LUFTWAFFE AIRGUNNER AWARD
Late WWII production, dark grey alloy with traces of gilt,
round pin. Measures 42x54 and weighs 30g.
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7 - PISTOL BOOKS
Three soft cover ‘Know Your’ series of books for the Broom
handle Mauser, P38, PP & PPK pistols. GC

21 - SCABBARDS AND SLINGS
Steel scabbard to fit the SMLE No5/6 bayonet, plus a Mauser
scabbard (fits K98). Two frogs, plus two SMLE slings and an
unknown ammo pouch. FC

8 - GERMAN HELMET
A WWI German Military steel helmet. Was picked up by
the vendors father on a trip to Rheims in 1925 and has hand
written period note stating this. Has no liner and has been
repainted otherwise GC
9 - FRENCH HELMET
WWI steel French helmet picked up near Rheims in France
in 1925 by the vendors father with period note to this effect.
No liner and repainted. GC

22 - BRITISH/NZ WATER BOTTLE
Pat37 type 1 water bottle. Has straps but no felt cover. GC
23 - SAM BROWNE BELT
Vintage, most likely MKII variation of the brown leather and
brass Military belt with sword hanger. VGC
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24 - SAM BROWNE BELT
Similar to previous lot but NCO or Warrant Officer class
without sword hanger. VGC

10 - BRITISH HELMETS
2x WWII period steel helmet with Homeguard H marking.
Complete with liner and straps. One with red rust discolouration to 20% of it otherwise GC
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11 - NAGANT M38 CARBINE
WWII Soviet Mosin Nagant 7.62x54R cal bolt action carbine. 20” Barrel without bayonet model and with correct
sights. Chamber marked with Hammer and Sickle, Izhevsk
arsenal mark and 1944 date. Side of the action is marked
with US Importers name. Metalwork with near all arsenal
refinish. ExC laminated wood stock. VG-ExWO&C ALR
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27 - STAG AR15 RIFLE
US Stag Arms semi auto M4 style AR15 semi auto .223 cal
rifle. 16” Barrel with compensator gas block with sight rail
and flat top receiver also with integral rail. Milspec black
finish. AZ butt stock with ergo grip and 30R magazine. In as
new unfired ExCWO&C ELR

13 - POLISH NAGANT CARBINE
Polish Military issue M44 Mosin Nagant bolt action carbine. 22” 7.62x54 cal barrel with original sights and side
folding bayonet. Chamber arsenal marked and dated 1953.
Metalwork retains near all original blue with slight staining
to white metal parts. ExC original woodwork complete with
sling. In as issued ExWO&C ALR

15 - SPORTERISED ARISAKA RIFLE
Type 38 6.5 JAP cal bolt action rifle. 31” Barrel with sights.
Metalwork with overall pin pricking and dark patina. The
woodwork has been shortened for sporting use. FWO&C
ALR

25 - WWI GAITORS
Pair of Brown leather Military gaitors. Made by Alex Morrison, Melbourne. Complete with internal buttons and leather
laces. ExC
26 - ARIO RIFLE
US Rock River Arms LAR-8 7.62x51 cal semi automatic
rifle. 20” Stainless steel barrel, gas block with sight mount
and flat top receiver with integral rail. Metalwork with matte
black milspec finish. A2 style butt stock and ergo grip. Includes case with paperwork. This gun is in unfired as new
ExWO&C ELR
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12 - NAGANT M91/30 RIFLE
Soviet Union WWII period 7.62x54R cal bolt action rifle.
28.7” Barrel with correct hooded front and rear sights. The
chamber marked with Hammer and Sickle, Izhevsk arsenal
mark and 1933 date. Metalwork with near all arsenal refinish. ExC woodwork with finger groove join below the rear
sight. VG-ExWO&C ALR

14 - MAS 36 RIFLE
French Military 7.5mm cal bolt action rifle. 23” Barrel with
original sights. The reciever marked MAS ML 1936 and
with the serial number which is also located on the butt and
forend. Metalwork has all over black Military finish. VGC
woodwork with a few dings and sling. VGWO&C ALR

1
16 - THREE GUN BOOKS
Small Arms of the World by Smith. Large format, hard cover, most have general Military reference books, plus Modern
Sniper Rifles by Long S.C in large format and Street Sweepers Shotgun book also by Long S.C in large format. VGC

28 - L1A1 RIFLE
NZ Military ‘SLR’ 7.62x51 cal semi auto rifle. 25” Barrel
with flash hider and bayonet lug. Receiver with original
sights and broad arrow stamped with 62 date. Metalwork
has near all black Military finish. ExC synthetic furniture but
missing rear swivel. ExWO&C ELR
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29 - SKS RIFLE
Chinese SKS 7.62x39 cal semi auto rifle. 18” Barrel with
bayonet lug removed, muzzle break fitted and retains original sights, receiver fitted with scope base and rings, detachable box magazine variant with 7 shot magazine included.
Metalwork retains most overall blue. Fitted with synthetic
dragonov style stock and bipod. VGWO&C ALR
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30 - AR15 P MAGAZINE
Magpul polymer 30R .223 cal AR-15 magazine. In unopened
original packaging. NEW
29
Photographs not necessarily to scale

31 - AR15 MAGAZINE
30R alloy AR-15 unbranded magazine. Dark grey finish. GC

2
32 - L1A1 MAGAZINES
2 x 20 shot steel magazines for the 7.62x51 cal rifle. Most
black paint finish. GC
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33 - L1A1 MAGAZINE
20R magazine for the SLR, scattered overall pitting and
dark patina. FC

45 - SMLE PARTS
Brass butt plate, top wood, magazine and charger. GC

34 - .22 WALTHER PPK PISTOL
French circa 1960’s Manuhrin semi auto pistol, made under license to Walther . 3 1/4” .22lr cal barrel. Slide with
fixed sights and marked with Manuhrin logo and LIC EXCL
WALTHER MOD PPK CAL .22LR. Metalwork retains near
all original blue with sights muzzle holster wear. ExC original brown plastic grips and includes its original cardboard
pebble grain box. VGWO&C CLR

46 - LONG TOM SIGHT
Patent 07-08 Apperture target/sniper sight for the Long Tom
Rifle. GC
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35 - .22 WALTHER PP PISTOL
Scarce Pre War .22lr variant of the Walther PP pistol. 3 3/4”
Barrel with fixed sights. The slide marked with Walther
banner logo and Zella Mehlis address and with .45 degree
safety. Metalwork with near all original finish but thinning
on the leading edges and missing on the grip strap. VGC
original black logo grips. VGWO&C CLR

47 - MARK 3 BRENGUN
WWII British Military Bren light machinegun. 21” .303
Barrel with flash hider, sight and carry handle. The left hand
side of the receiver is marked 1945 BREN MK3 and fitted with original sight. Metalwork has most overall Military
black paint type finish. GC woodwork with sling and bipod.
Includes a transit case which is in quite rough condition.
G-VGWO&C CLR
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36 - VZ 70 PISTOL
Czech semi automatic .32 ACP cal pistol. 3 3/4” cal barrel.
The slide with fixed sights and marked VZOR 70 CAL 7.65
MADE IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA and CZ logo above the
safety. Metalwork with most overall blue. GC original black
plastic grips. GWO&C CLR
37 - BROWNING M1900 PISTOL
Belgian .32ACP cal semi automatic pistol. 4” Barrel and
slide with integral sights plus cocking indicator and marked
FN with Herstal address etc. and Belgian proved. Frame
marked BROWNINGS PATENT. Metalwork retains near
all dulling original blue. Pistol logo grip shows wear and
is variant with lanyard ring at the base. VG-GWO&C CLR

48 - YUGOSLAV M53 MACHINEGUN
‘Sarac’ M53 Yugoslavian version of the German MG42
light machine gun. 26” 8mm cal barrel with flash hider,
the ventilated shroud with original sights and bipod. The
feed cover marked with Yugoslavian crest and the receiver
7.9M53. Metalwork has near all black Military finish. VGC
wooden butt stock and grip complete with sling, magazine
drum with link and barrel case. VGWO&C CLR
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51 - BREN MAGAZINES
Steel box of 12 Bren gun magazines. Box marked BREN
.303in MKI*. VGC

39 - TWO SMG BOOKS
The US M3A1 Grease Gun & The Reising SMG Story by
F Iannamico, soft cover, small format, B&W photos. ExC

52 - BREN BARREL
Spare barrel for MKI Bren. White steel to the gas block and
blued back to the breech. Includes carry handle marked with
serial number and MKI*. VGC
53 - STEN MAGAZINES
32R 9mm Sten magazine plus a small 10 shot magazine
both with most overall parkerised finish. GC
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41 - NO I MKIII RANGE RIFLE
SMLE .303 cal range rifle. 25” Heavy barrel without rear
sight but fitted with centoral NO4 target sight. Metalwork
with original finish. GC woodwork with some repairs near
the brass butt plate. GWO&C ALR
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42 - LEE ENFIELD NO8 RIFLE
.22lr SMLE bolt action training rifle. 22” Barrel with original sights. The receiver marked 22 NO8 MKI. The wrist
dated 1952 and NZ marked. Metalwork with most original
finish. GC original woodwork. GWO&C ALR
43 - PORTUGESE MAUSER
WWI period model 1904 Portugese Mauser-Vergueiro Military bolt action rifle. 30” 6.5x58 cal barrel with original sight
without protector and bayonet lug. Chamber marked with
King Carlos the 1st crest. Side of the action marked with
DWM address and MOD 1904 etc. Metalwork has most
overall dark original patina. VGC woodwork. VGWO&C
ALR

49 - YUGOSLAV S.M.G
Yugoslavian Model 49/57 Submachine gun. 10 1/2” 7.62
Tokarev cal barrel with ventilated shield. The receiver
marked with crest and M49/57 and fitted with PPSH type
drum magazine. Metalwork with near all blue, trigger with
selector inside the guard and cross bolt safety. GC original
woodwork modified from K98. VGWO&C CLR
50 - MKII STENGUN
Most likely built from parts kit using original and remanufactured parts. 8” 9mm Barrel with sights and magazine
well marked STEN MKII. Metalwork with most black paint
finish and with steel T stock and 32R magazine. GWO&C
CLR
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38 - GUN REFERENCE BOOK
The Illustrated Encylopidia of Handguns Pistols and Revolvers of the World by Zhuk. This large format, soft cover
book is an excellent reference book for identifying hand
guns with nearly 3000 detailed line drawings and is a reference book we highly recommend and use regularly. ExC

40 - NO4 MK1 RIFLE
A hard to find first variant NO4 MKI (not MKI*) SMLE.
25” Barrel with original sights. The side of the receiver is
marked NO4 MKI and the wrist with ordnance broad arrow
and 1942. Metalwork with most overall correct black paint
like finish. VGC woodwork complete with swivels and includes its spike bayonet, and scabbard plus brass oil bottle.
VGWO&C ALR

44 - NO4 BARREL AND ACTION
SMLE NO4 MKI barrel and action without bolt or lower
parts and rear sight but has foresight. Marked with US important details in as issued ExC
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54 - WWI LUGER PISTOL
A very nice example of a World War I Imperial P08 Luger
pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with original dorsal fin foresight.
The chamber is dated 1916 and the toggle marked DWM.
The right hand side of the chamber is marked with acceptance marks and test fire proof which is also located on the
barrel. Metalwork retains near all original blue and straw
colours to the small parts. The front grip strap is unit marked
bay.21J.R.M.G (Bavarian 21st regiment Machine Gun company) This unit saw extensive battle at the Somme. The
frame is with shoulder stock lug and fitted with ExC original wooden grips. All external serial numbers are matching
except the magazine which is the correct type and in ExC.
Unit marked guns are seldom offered for sale and this is a
great example of a genuine NZ Veteran ‘bring back’ and the
first time available for over 40 years. ExWO&C B/CLR
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3
55 - WALTHER P38 PISTOL
A nice example of a WWII Nazi German 9mm semi automatic pistol. 5” barrel with original foresight. The slide
marked P38 byf 44 (Mauser 1944) the other side and frame
Waffen-amt marked and all external serial numbers are
matching. Metalwork retains nearly all original late war finish with typical machining marks. ExC original brown Bakelite grips. Complete with original magazine. ExWO&C
B/CLR
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67 - ARMY PARATROOPERS AWARD
WWII Nazi German special presentation award. Wreath
with near all gilt and inscribed on the back with soldiers details. Flat type pin. Measures 44x56mm, weighs 40g. VGC

56 - MAUSER SCHNELLFEUER PISTOL
German Mauser 712 select fire semi automatic pistol circa
1930’s. 5” 7.63mm cal (30 Mauser) barrel with correct
sights. The rear target is graduated out to 1000 yards. Chamber is marked WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER etc and serial
number on the side (matching on the inside of the frame).
Left hand side of the frame with Mauser banner logo and
Westinger selector. Right hand side marked WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER etc. Metalwork has dark original patina with
traces of blue and small areas of isolated pin prick marks.
ExC replacement grips complete with lanyard ring and original 10R magazine with banner logo. G-VGWO&C CLR
57 - RADOM PISTOL
A Polish pre WWII Radom VIS M35 9mm cal semi automatic pistol. 4 3/4” Barrel, the slide marked F B RADOM
1936 and with the Polish crest as well as VIS-WZ35 and
patent info. Fitted with original fixed sights and decocker.
Early type frame with rear take down catch and cut for
shoulder stock. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish with slight speckling to areas of the slide. ExC original
Bakelite logo grips and correct magazine. One of the best
examples we have seen. VG-EXWO&C B/CLR

66 - LUFTWAFFE TANK BADGE
A very rare Luftwaffe Panzer Tank Battle badge. Silver
Luftwaffe eagle and Swastika with blackened tank inside
wreath. Measures 55x40mm and weighs 40g. Round pin
clasp and marked L50 on the back. VGC
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68 - MANNLICHER SCHOENAUER RIFLE
A high quality and very collectable vintage circa 1965 Austrian sporting bolt action rifle. 23” 7x64 cal barrel with original iron sights stamped with caliber and proof marks. The
chamber is marked MADE IN AUSTRIA. Original Mannlicher Schoenauer Mod. GK Kal 7x64. The side of the action
is marked Steyr-Daimler etc. Action with butter knife bolt
handle, twin set triggers and tang safety. Fitted with quick
release Hendsoldt 1.5-6x scope which is nice and clear.
Metalwork retains near all original blue. VGC original walnut stock with a few handling scratches. ExWO&C ALR
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58 - LUGER / P38 AMMO
Two packets of WWII period 9mm ammo containing 16R
in each. The green labels are marked with 1939 dates. It
has old clear plastic tape over the ends and on one of the
packets label. FC ALR

70 - MANNLICHER SCHOENAUER M190 RIFLE
Austrian big game sporting take down bolt action rifle. 24”
9.5 cal barrel with original iron sights and British proved.
The chamber marked MADE IN AUSTRIA PATENT Mannlicher Schoenauer M1910. The side of the receiver marked
OESTERR WAFFENFABR GES STEYR. Metalwork has
most overall blue with a few areas of speckle staining to the
barrel, the stock has take down pin in front of the swivel and
has an aged repair by pinning brass to both sides of the rifle
from the wrist to the sight. (This is a common repair we have
seen to African rifles). GWO&C ALR

59 - LUGER HOLSTER
German WWI period brown leather holster for the 4” P08
Luger Pistol. Dark brown leather and marked on the inside
GEORG DEITRICH BERLIN S.W.68 1916. ExC
60 - P38 HOLSTER
WWII hard shell hoster for the German P38 9mm pistol.
Black leather and marked on the back with makers code joa
1943 and large P38. ExC
61 - LUGER MAGAZINE
WWI Luger magazine. A few areas of deterioration to the
finish. Wooden base plate with serial number. GC

71 - BRNO COMBINATION GUN
7X57R cal over 12g. 23” Barrels marked Made In Czechoslovakia BRNO etc and with iron sights plus fitted with quick
release mounts and 4 power scope. Metalwork retains most
original blue and is engraved on the action. VGC woodwork
with some minor scratches and dings. VGWO&C ALR
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62 - RADOM MAGAZINE
Hard to find, spare magazine for the Polish 9mm pistol.
Near all blue finish. ExC

72 - ZEISS TELESCOPIC SIGHT
German Carl Zeiss Conquest 4.5-14x50 1” diamater scope
with rapid 2 800 reticle. Matte black finish. Includes box
and covers. ExC

63 - KNIGHTS CROSS
WWII Nazi German Award of the Knights Cross. The front
with 1939 date and Swastika. The back with 1813 date and
marked 900 below the suspension ring. The iron core is
rusting and the enamel has gone. Includes ribbon and neck
strap. Measures 47x47 and weighs 25g. GC

73 - SCHMIDT AND BENDER SCOPE
2.5-10x50mm German scope with 30mm tube and NO4 reticle, 1980’s vintage, marked WEST GERMANY. Optic still
clear. VGC

64 - IRON CROSS WITH BAR
First Class WWI Iron Cross with WWII bar. Cross with
crown over W and 1914 and the bar with eagle and Swastika, with 1939 date. Flat bottle type pin, some oxidisation
in the corners of the cross but most thinning black enamel
finish. Measures 73x45mm and 30g. VGC

74 - BUSHNELL LEGEND SCOPE
5-15x40mm telescopic sight with paralax adjustable lens
and 1” tube. Matte black finish with slight ring mark and
includes box. VG-ExC

65 - LUFTWAFFE GROUND COMBAT BADGE
WWII Nazi German single piece ground combat badge.
Round type pin. Measures 57x43mm and weighs 40g. VGC
63
Lots can also be viewed prior to the auction at our retail
premesis located at SAI Guns & Ammo - 553 Great South
Road Penrose. Auckland

69 - MANNLICHER SCHOENAUER 1903 RIFLE
A high quality collectable Austrian M1903 bolt action sporting rifle. 23 1/2” 605x54 cal barrel with original iron sights
and marked NEW BARREL BY J CROCKART & SON
BLAIRGOWRIE and is also English proved. The chamber is marked MADE IN AUSTRIA Patent Mannlicher
Schoenauer M.1903 and the side of the receiver OESTER
WAFFENFABR - GES STEYR the tang is fitted with pop
up recessed peep sight. Metalwork has most overall bright
blue dulling in areas of the action. VGC original walnut
stock with some handling scratches and includes swivels.
VGWO&C ALR
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75 - ENFIELD SHORT RIFLE
British Pattern 61 Military Percussion Enfield two barrel
Sargents short rifle. 32 1/2” .577 cal barrel with bayonet
bar and original flip up sight graduated to 1000 yards and
ordnance marks. The lockplate is borderline engraved and
marked 1862 TOWER & ROYAL CYPHER. Metalwork
with dark grey original patina. VGC woodwork which has
been well refinished at some time as well as a small checked
repair underneath. Steel furniture and bands. Complete with
nipple protector and original rod. ExWO&C NLR

4
76 - ENFIELD ARTILLERY CARBINE
NZ Military percussion Pattern 1858 Aritillery carbine.
24” .577 cal barrel with correct Liege backsight and 1860
marked lock plate which is also marked with Royal Cypher.
Metalwork with dark grey patina with areas of speckling
to the barrel particularly near the breech. VGC woodwork
with brass furniture and marked NZ649 71. Reproduction
sling fitted. Part of a Belgian contract received in 1871. Has
mismatched but numbered original rod. GWO&C NLR

85 - S&W ANNIVERSARY REVOLVER
US Smith and Wesson 125th Anniversary Commemorative
model 25-3 double action revolver. 6 1/2” .45 long Colt barrel marked with the caliber and SMITH & WESSON 125TH
ANNIVERSARY. The receiver is also marked with anniversary logo. Metalwork retains all original bright gloss blue.
ExC original deluxe wooden grips. Contained in its original
blue velvet lined presentation box with 125 year coin and
copy of Jink’s book. In as new ExWO&C B/CLR
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77 - SNIDER CARBINE
A very fine example of a MKII** NZ Military snider carbine, most likely for police issue. This variant has a 21.5”
.577 Snider cal. barrel without bayonet bar and with ordnance -WD mark next to the sight. The breech is marked II88
and also ordnance marked. The lock plate is marked 1861
ENFIELD Crown / VR plus ordnance mark. Metalwork is
in ExC retaining nearly all bright commercial style blue.
ExC original woodwork with brass furniture. The swivels
are placed in front of the triggerguard and front barrel band
(different to the Artillery placement on the butt stock). Nice
clear stock cartouches for Enfield and PIMLICO 1865. The
woodwork is a lighter grain than usual and with only a few
minor scratches and the plate is marked NZ 1697. This is
one of the nicest examples we have seen and a great addition
to the NZ Military collector, complete with rod. ExC ALR
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87 - FEG 9MM PISTOL
Hungarian FP-9R double action 9mm pistol based on the
Browning Hi Power. 4 1/2” 9mm cal barrel with fixed
sights and slide marked FEG etc. Metalwork retains near all
original bright blue. ExC original chequered wooden grips.
ExWO&C B/CLR
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78 - MARTINI HENRY CAVALRY CARBINE
A top example of a NZ Military 577/450 cal falling block
carbine. 21 1/2” Barrel with original sights and fitted with
leather protector. The breech is broad arrow NZ 95/247
marked. The side with ordnance and WD marks. The action
is marked Crown / VR ENFIELD 1888, Crown over arrow
and I.C.I. Metalwork has most original blue thinning on the
edges of the action. VGC original woodwork with cartouche
and complete with original cleaning rod. ExWO&C ALR
79 - MARTINI HENRY AMMUNITION POUCH
A very rare and seldom offered for sale, original 20R ammunition cross pouch model 1882 for the Martini Henry
cavalry carbine. The external leather has a fine line grain
appearance. The inside of the flap has loops for two extra
rounds and stamped 1893 (sold out of service mark). The
front is marked A.ROSS & CO C&M 18?? and a hard to
make out unit mark number for the 14th Hussars plus rack
and most likely a troop number. Includes its original buff
white leather cross strap with bras buckles and attachment
rings, marked on the inside MANLEY. Also includes 6 original Military rounds plus research documents. ExC

86 - S&W MODEL 27 REVOLVER
Model 27-2 .357 Magnum double action revolver. The model 27 was introduced in 1935 on the large N frame and is the
original 357 revolver. 8 1/4” barrel marked SMITH & WESSON and .357 MAGNUM with British proof marks. 6 shot
cylinder, metalwork retains near all original blue with a couple of scratches along the barrel. Original wooden grips with
a few chips to the base. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR
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89 - BERETTA .22 PISTOL
Model U22 NEOS semi automatic pistol. 6” Slab sided barrel with original top scope rail and sights. Stainless steel
metalwork is in ExC without scratches. One piece polymer
frame and grip. Includes original box and extra magazine.
ExWO&C B/CLR
90 - SMITH & WESSON BOOK
Standard catalogue of S&W by Supica and Nalias. Hard
cover, large format, 235 pages and B&W photos. Covers
over 750 models with prices and ID guide. ExC
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91 - PISTOL AND SMG BOOK
The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Pistols Revolvers and Submachineguns by Fowler, North and Strong. Large format,
soft cover, 256 pages and colour photos. ExC

80 - MARTINI HENRY SCABBARD
Original Military leather scabbard/boot for the cavalry
model British/NZ Military Martini carbine. Without markings. ExC

92 - HANDGUN BOOK
The Handgun by Geoffrey Boothroyd. This long out of print
book is a must have for the handgun collector covering in
great detail most firearms from Flintlock through to semi.
Large format, hard cover, B&W photos and 560 pages.
VGC
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81 - PATTERN 1859 POUCH
Rare British Military P1859 Sargents expense leather pouch
to hold ammunition for the pattern 1853 or similar rifle. Includes the original rare tin liner to hold 40 .577 cartridges.
Repair to the back strap. ExC

93 - GERMAN COLLAR INSIGNIA
A pair of German infantry litzen for M36 tunic. Plus a pair
of Singnal Officers collar insignia. VGC
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82 - 577 BULLET MOULD
Bronze bullet mould for the .577 cal pattern 53 or similar
percussion rifle. Marked JG on the handles and 24 underneath. Includes insert. ExC
83 - PATTERN 56 TOOL
Soldiers maintanance tool for the pattern 56 Cavalry carbine, 6th pattern variant issued 1860. Marked with broad
arrow and inspectors mark. ExC

88 - SIG MOSQUITO PISTOL
German made Sig Sauer .22lr semi auto pistol based on the
Sig 226. 4” Barrel fitted with silencer, slide with adjustable
rear sight and safety, frame with tactical rail and decocker.
Metalwork retains near all orginal matte finish. ExC black
plastic grips. Includes original box with 2 extra magazines.
ExWO&C B/CLR
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94 - GERMAN POLICE EAGLE
Nazi Police Officers hand embroided arm eagle. VGC
95 - ASSORTED GERMAN ARMY INSIGNIA
WWII German Insignia, five in total- Volunteers arm sheild,
Panzer Radio Operators and Parade Litzen. GC
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96 - LUFTWAFFE WIRELESS OPERATORS BADGE
Late war alloy type with grey wreath and dark grey eagle
and round pin. Measures 53x41mm and weighs 35g. ExC

84 - PATTERN 53 TOOL
Original Soldiers maintanance tool for the pattern 53 rifle.
Without markings. ExC

97 - GERMAN PARATROOPER BADGE
WWII Nazi German Luftwaffe Parachutist badge, blackened oak and Laurel reef with most gilt to the eagle and
Swastika. Round type pin and curved back. Measures 54x44
and weighs 65g. VGC
97
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98 - RUSSIAN FRONT MEDAL
WWII Nazi German Winter Campaign alloy medal with
blackend entres. Marked WINTERSCHLACHT IMOSTEN
1941/42 and includes ribbon. ExC

100

99 - HIGH SEAS FLEET BADGE
Nazi German Kriegsmarine High Seas Fleet award. Wreath,
eagle and Swastika in gold with blackened ship. Flat bottle
type pin. Measures 55x43mm 45g weight VGC
100 - STREET SWEEPER SHOTGUN
A very rare and unusual, circa early 1980’s South African
Protecta 12g Shotgun. 11” Barrel with ventilated shroud and
forward pistol grip plus last shot ejecting rod. The action is
a unique design by Rhodesian designer Hilton Walker. The
front pistol grip is rotated 30 degrees to chamber a round
from the 12 shot drum magazine. The inertia from the fired
round ejects the previous case. Metalwork retains near all
original blued finish. Polymer pistol grip and top folding
stock. At just under 50cm folded this is extremely small.
This is the first of these iconic shotguns we have offered for
sale. ExWO&C CLR

110 - RUGER MINI 30 RIFLE
US 7.62x39 cal Ranch rifle variant of the Mini 30 series.
18” Barrel with original sights, receiver with factory rings.
Stainless steel metalwork in ExC without scratches as is the
original black synthetic stock. Includes a spare 5R magazine. ExWO&C ALR
111 - SAIGA RIFLE
Russian Saiga .223 cal ‘AK’ type semi auto rifle. 16” Barrel
with original sights. The receiver marked 1ZMASH SAIGA
etc and with side rail. Metalwork retains near all original
finish. ExC original wooden stock and synthetic forend with
swivels. Includes its 7 shot magazine. ExWO&C ALR

101

112 - NORINCO SKK RIFLE
Chinese detachable box magazine (uses AK47 Mags) version of the SKS 7.62x39 cal rifle. 20” Barrel with original
sights but bayonet lug removed. Receiver marked NORINCO etc. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish. ExC
original woodwork includes its 7R magazine plus cleaning
kit in the butt trap. Hard to find better. ExWO&C ALR

102

105

101 - COBRA CARBINE
A circa 1970’s Rhodesian Cobra 9mm semi auto pistol carbine. 10” 9mm Barrel with ventilated shroud and sights.
Action fires from a closed bolt and uses Uzi Magazine. Metalwork has most original green paint finish with scratching.
Steel overfolding stock. Original rubber grip with Cobra
logo. Includes 25 shot magazine. VGWO&C CLR

109

102 - LPD CARBINE
An unusual circa 1960/70’s Rhodesian 9mm cal Land defence semi auto pistol carbine known as the ‘Rhuzi’. 8” barrel with fixed sights on the receiver. The blow back open
bolt receiver features a front grip safety and takes Uzi magazines. Polymer one piece pistol grip and forend marked
LDP. Steel under folding wire stock. Most original blue and
includes 25 shot magazine. VGC CLR

113 - US MILITARY MARINE PENNANTS
Four WWII period triangular felt pennant flags for US Marine units. Striking Ninth, M.A.G 12, 3rd Marine Riader Btn
and General U.S Marines each measures 42x42x22cm. One
with original copy wright tag. ExC
114 - US MILITARY NAVAL PENNANTS
Similar to previous but for Naval units: 33rd US Naval
Construction Seabees 13th, Midway, US NAVAL C.B’s and
U.S Navy. A couple with copy wright tags and one with NZ
maker PHILIP & PIPER. ExC

106

115 - US MILITARY PENNANTS
Five felt pennants similar to the previous lots for: Army Air
Force, US ARMY, US MARINES, Pearl Harbour and the
MOSQUITO Fleet Motor Torpedo Boat Squadreren. ExC

103 - 40R UZI MAGAZINE
9mm high 40R Uzi magazine. Also fits the previous lots.
Parkerised finish in unissued ExC.

116 - 1911 BARREL
Barrel for Colt 1911A1 .45acp semi auto pistol. Most thinning blued finish without markings and bore is in good condition. VGC

104 - 32R UZI MAGAZINE
9mm 35R magazine for the Uzi SMG. Parkerised finish in
as issued ExC.

117 - 1911 HOLSTER
Modern production of the US M1917 leather Flap holster
with US in oval mark for the .45 pistol. ExC

111

105 - UZI BAYONET
Bayonet for the Isreali 9mm S.M.G. 170mm blued blade,
metal grips and steel scabbard. Retains all parkerised finish
in as issued ExC.

112

119 - WWII LUGER HOLSTER
Original Nazi German hard shell holster for the P08 9mm
pistol. Dark brown leather and marked on the back C.
WEISS WaA380 BRAUNSCHWEIG 1938. ExC

106 - STERLING S.M.G
British MK4 L2A3 9mm cal submachinegun. 8 1/2” Barrel with ventilated shroud and original sights. The magazine
well marked with Sterling logo SMG MK4 (L2A3) and serial number. The underside is marked with a 5 (rack number). Metalwork has most original ‘crackle’ finish thinning
to metal in a few areas. Three position selector above the
original plastic grip. Includes original steel folding stock.
G-VGWO&C CLR

113

107 - STERLING SLING
Original British Military issue green webbing sling with
brass fittings for the 9mm S.M.G. 1959 dates and broad arrow marked. In as issued ExC.

120 - GERMAN MALARIA TABLETS
Unusual WWII Afrika Korps Malaria tablets in metal tin,
relief stamped D.A.K. Malariatabletten 1943 and Swastikas
in each corner and contains tablets. Measures 70x35x19mm.
VGC
121 - WWII GERMAN TORCH
German Sentry torch. Inside marked with logo and 1941
date. Most dark green finish and leather strap. GC

108 - STERLING MAGAZINE
34R magazine for the 9mm British S.M.G. Most overall
black Military finish. VGC
109 - RUGER MINI 14 RIFLE
US Ruger .223 cal Ranch rifle. 18” Stainless steel barrel and
action fitted with original sights, Ruger rings and Bushnell
3-9 telescopic sight. Metalwork is in ExC without scratches
as is the original synthetic stock. Includes two extra 5R
magazines. ExWO&C ALR

118 - US 1911 HOLSTER
Vietnam period US Military black leather model 1917 holster for the .45 pistol back marked BOLEN LEA PROD. GC

121

122 - WWII GERMAN MG GOGGLES
A pair of Machinegunners goggles. Clear lens with blue
grey leather and fabric and elastic strap. Includes paper
with leather effect pouch marked Ultrasin 55% plus paper
instructions. VGC

119
Estimates - Although we do not print most estimated prices
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact
Greg on +64 9 579-3771
120

6
123 - BOND FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Antique all brass box lock muff pistol by Philip Bond of 45
Cornhill London circa 1776-1800. 3 1/4” Approx. .577 cal
(24 bore) brass octagonal to round barrel with borderline
engraving and cannon turned end. Underside with makers
mark and Birmingham proofs. Fitted with underfolding
bayonet without spring. The lock marked BOND and LONDON on the other side with stand of flags around each. The
lock with half cock safety is borderline engraved. ExC original one piece walnut grip. Action is strong and this is a very
nice example of a top quality flintlock. ExWO&C NLR
124 - WILKINSON FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Antique, circa late 1700’s Queen Anne type boxlock flintlock pistol. 5 1/2” Brass turn off barrel in approx. .58cal.
The underside marked with Birmingham proof marks and
marked in between the proofs with TA & a skull. The lock is
marked on the sides with stand of flags and T WIKINSON.
The one piece wooden butt with ornate silver wire work and
groutesque butt mask and is in ExC without any wire lifting
or missing. The action doesn’t hold on full cock but does on
half otherwise VG-ExWO&C NLR
125 - PEPPERBOX REVOLVER
English 6 shot percussion pepperbox. 3” .36 cal barrels
marked with Birmingham proof marks and slight engraving
at the muzzle. The action without makers name has foliate
engraving which is also on the hammer and trigger guard.
Metalwork has scattered pin pricking marks and dark patina.
Worn but original wooden grips. GWO&C NLR

132 - 1849 POCKET CONVERSION REVOLVER
Scarce Colt factory cartridge conversion of a 1849 pocket in
.31 cal to .38CF cal. 3 1/2” Round barrel with faint COLT’S
PT .F.A MFG.CO HARTFORD CT U.S.A two line address.
The cylinder with fading stage coach scene and marked
COLTS PATENT as well as being machined at the breech
for the conversion and extension added. The recoil sheild
has also been machined to allow loading from the breech
and variant without gate. Metalwork has original finish.
Frame is marked with patent info and the .31 on the brass
trigger guard and has been over stamped 38. All external
serial numbers match and are in the 311 thousand range.
VGC varnished walnut original grips with a couple of small
chips. Only around 6000 of this model were made making it
quite rare. Missing the front triggerguard screw otherwise
G-VGWO&C CLR

123

124

125

126

129

127

126 - PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL
Belgian brass barrel and frame percussion box lock pistol.
3 1/2” Octagonal to round barrel with cannon turns in approx. 38 bore. Action is engraved with stand of flags. GC
chequered wooden grips. GWO&C NLR

128

130

127 - DIXON BASKET PATTERN FLASK
Copper Powder flask with weaved basket and leaf design.
Top marked James Dixon & Sons Sheffield and 2 1/2-3 1/2
drum. Measures 21cm overall height. VGC
128 - SYKES FLUTED POWDER FLASK
Copper and brass powder flask with flutes to a central apex
and 3 position top. Similar model but with suspension rings,
figure 268 of Rilings book, 19 1/2cm overall. VGC

134 - CASED TRANTER REVOLVER
English Tranters patent No2 Pocket Spur Trigger Revolver.
2.9” Octagonal .320RF cal barrel. The solid frame and barrel is made from brass and is engraved with foliate design.
The six shot cylinder is Birmingham proved as is the barrel.
The brass has nice aged honey colour and the cylinder has
traces of case colours. ExC fine chequered walnut grips and
engraved back strap. Contained in its correct burr walnut
vaneered case with blue baize lining and contains cleaning
rod. The brass escucheon is missing but there is a replacement that needs to be sized. The trigger reset is a bit sticky
causing it to sometimes jam the indexing otherwise VGC

131

129 - SHELL DESIGN POWDER FLASK
Un-named powder flask of shell and bush design. The body
has been polished and no original patina left. 19 1/2cm high,
plain top and a few small dings. VGC

132

130 - NEW YORK COLT 1851 NAVY REVOLVER
U.S Antique Colt Single Action 6 shot percussion Navy
model revolver. 7 1/2” .36 cal Octagonal barrel with original foresight and marked - ADDRESS SAML COLT NEW
YORK CITY. Fitted with original hinged loading lever. The
cylinder is marked COLTS PATENT & serial number (the
serial number is in the 17000 range for 1852). The naval
cylinder scene is faint but still can be made out in areas.
The frame with earyl loading gate is marked COLTS PATENT at the front. All serial numbers including the wedge are
matching. Metalwork has all over dark original patina with
areas of dull blue with pinprick marks towards the muzzle.
Case colours have turned dark but the pattern is still visible
in areas. The small brass triggerguard and back strap ratains
areas of silver plating. VGC original varnished walnut grips.
VGWO&C NLR
131 - COLT LONDON POCKET REVOLVER
Antique 1849 Pocket Percussion Revolver. 6” .31cal Octagonal barrel with faint London proofs and the address is
hard to make out but COLT can be made out at the breech
end. The gun is in the 9400 serial range for 1856 and with
steel back strap and triggerguard. Frame is marked COLTS
PATENT. The metalwork has been reblued all over at some
time past. The cylinder shows no sign of proofs, scene or
number ever being present. The other numbers except the
wedge are matching. VGC original walnut. GWO&C NLR

133 - POCKET NAVY CONVERSION REVOLVER
Colt factory conversion from .36 cal percussion to cartridge
of a 1862 Colt Pocket of Navy caliber 5 shot revolver. 4
1/2” Octagonal .38RF cal barrel with original foresight
and marked - ADDRESS CO.SAML COLT NEW YORK
U.S AMERICA. The cylinder retains most of the stage
coach scene and is clearly marked with Colts patent and serial number. It is machined at the back for the conversion
and with ratcheted extension and loading gate. The frame
is marked with correct patent info and the brass frame is
marked .36CAL. The serial number dates to 1861 and is
in the low 1000 range and all external numbers are matching. Metalwork retains most original blue which is dulling
and thinning at the edges. The case colours to the frame
have turned dark. ExC varnished original walnut grips. Total production is estimated to be only 4000 making this a
scarce Colt for the collector. The action indexes well and
holds on 1/2 cock but does not stay on full cock otherwise
VGWO&C CLR

135 - TRANTER NO1 REVOLVER
English NO1 6 shot Spur Trigger Tranter type Revolver. 2
3/4” .230RF cal octagonal barrel with Birmingham proof
marks, also on the chambers. The top strap is marked
THORNTON & SONS BIRM. Metalwork retains nearly all
its original charcoal blue finish, thinning to the grip straps.
ExC original chequered walnut grip. ExWO&C CLR

133

136 - .35 S&W AMMO
An unopened vintage, most likely 1920’s packet of Remington UMC .35 S&W AUTOMATIC SMOKELESS AMMUNTION. Brown cardboard box with red writing etc. In
top collectable ExC ALR

134

137 - MORRIS TUBE CARTRIDGES
Collectable cartridges for the British sub caliber kit used for
rifle practice with Military firearms etc. Brown cardboard
packet (opened but full) is marked 100 CENTRAL-FIRE
MORRIS TUBE CARTRIDGES .297/.230 LONG. ExC

135

138 - ELEY BB CAPS AMMO
A vintage packet of No1 Bulleted Breech Caps. Unopened
cardboard packet with orange Eley Bros label. VGC ALR

137

139 - .310 CADET AMMO
Collectors packet of Kynock .310 Cadet ammunition. The
packet has been opened but is complete. Yellow and red label. VGC ALR

7
140 - 32-20 COLLECTORS AMMO
Early 1900’s Winchester collectors ammo, 50R packet
marked with Winchester logo and .32 WINCHESTER 115
GRAIN LEAD BULLETS. Green and orange label with
very slight scuffing and unopened. VG-ExC ALR
141 - 25 AUTO COLLECTORS AMMO
Early 20th Century 50R packet of Winchester .25
auto/6.35mm cal ammo. Packet has been opened but is full.
Yellow & black label with green sides. Ideal companion
piece to a Baby Browning/Colt or similar. VG-ExC ALR

143

153

142

154 - SWISS M25 MACHINEGUN
A unique and seldom seen for sale Swiss Fusil Furrer 7.5mm
cal model 25 light machinegun. 23” Barrel with ventilated
shroud, original sights and bipod. The action is a toggle system similar to the Luger but fitted on its side. The magazine
well with 30 round magazine. Has 3 position selector and
marked WAFFENFABRIK BERN with cross. Metalwork
retains near all original blue finish. ExC original woodwork.
Includes original spare barrel and case. ExWO&C CLR

142 - K98 RIFLE
WWII German Mauser K98 8mm cal bolt action rifle. 24”
Barrel with correct sights and marked with Waffen-amt and
British proofs. The chamber is code marked 147 (J.P Sauer
& Sohn) and 1939 date as well as several Army proofs etc.
Metalwork has near all Russian capture refinish. GC laminated woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
143 - NUMBER 4 RIFLE
NZ Military WWII period NO4 MKI* SMLE bolt action
rifle. 25” 303 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug.
The receiver marked NO4MKI* LONG BRANCH 1942.
The wrist NZ marked. Metalwork with most original finish.
VGC woodwork with some dings. VGWO&C ALR

153 - SWISS G11 RIFLE
Swiss Military 7.5x55 cal straight pull bolt action rifle. 31”
Barrel with original sights. Chamber with ordnance marks
and sold out of service mark. Metalwork has near all Military refinish. ExC original woodwork with swivels and bayonet lug. ExWO&C ALR

155 - DWM 1906 SWISS LUGER
Swiss Military model 1906 Luger Pistol, circa 1909. 4 3/4”
.30 Luger cal barrel with original sight and correctly marked
with serial number and Swiss proof. The chamber marked
with a cross inside a sunburst. The toggle DWM and with
late type flat toggle knobs. Correct commercial style serial
numbering on the small parts and marked P for commercial
sale from the Army. Grip safety frame without stock lug.
Metalwork retains most overall blue which is thinning on
the side plate and the frame next to it. Small parts with nice
straw colours. ExC original chequered walnut grips and
correct nickle plated magazine. Includes a later but correct
1923 holster with straps and a spare magazine with silver
insert to the wooden base plate. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

144

145

157

144 - CARCANO CARBINE
Italian WWII M91 6.5 cal carbine. 18 1/2” Barrel with folding bayonet and sights. Metalwork with thinning original
finish. GC original woodwork. GWO&C ALR
145 - CARCANO RIFLE
Italian WWII period model 91 rifle. 23” 6.5cal Barrel with
carbine type sights and arsenal FAT 41 mark and British
proved. Metalwork with most original finish thinning to the
muzzle. Woodwork has been shortened to in front of the
band. GWO&C ALR
146 - SWEDISH M38 RIFLE
Modified for target use 6.5x55 cal M38 bolt action rifle. 24”
Barrel threaded at the muzzle and fitted with correct Swedish Stalex diopter sight. The chamber ring marked HUSQVARNA etc 1942. Metalwork retains near all original blue
and ExC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR

156 - SWISS S.M.G
Hispano Suiza M43/44 9mm Suomi Submachinegun. 12
1/2” Barrel with original sights and ventilated shroud. The
receiver marked M43/44 etc. Metalwork has thinning to areas of grey black paint finish. VGC original woodwork complete with sling and coffin style magazine. G-VGWO&C
CLR

146

148

157 - SIG M57 BAYONET
Knife bayonet for the Swiss rifle. 23 1/2cm blade in the
white with FW logo. Complete with plastic scabbard and
leather frog. ExC

158

158 - H&K G3 BAYONET
German Military bayonet for the Hachler & Koch 308 cal
rifle. 16 1/2cm Blued blade and ring with polymer handles
and sheath with green webbing frog. In as issued. ExC

147 - NZ ENFIELD BAYONET
Socket bayonet for the British Military Pattern 53/58 firearm. The ring makred 70/706 (NZ Maori war regiment of
foot). 16 3/4” Cruciform blade with some staining. VGC

159 - G3 MAGAZINES
2x20R ‘waffle’ magazines for the 308 cal German rifle. ExC

148 - PATTERN 53 ARTILLERY BAYONET
2nd type pattern 53 sword bayonet. 22 1/2” Blade, hilt with
a hard to make out regimental mark ?F/16?RA. Worn original grips eroding near the pins. Includes steel scabbard. GC
149 - PATTERN 1903 BAYONET
British Military SMLE bayonet. 12” Speer point blade
marked broad arrow MOLE and ordnance marks. The other
side marked CROWN/ER 1903 10 04 date. The guard is
marked 550. GC wooden grips with cartouche and birds
head pommel. Includes original leather scabbard with ordnance marks and frog. VGC
150 - PATTERN 07 BAYONET
NZ Military WWI SMLE bayonet NZ marked and 11/18
date and Wilkinson make. Includes scabbard. VGC

160 - MP5 MAGAZINES
2x30R magazines for the German 9mm S.M.G. VGC

149
150 151

152

161 - MP5 FOREND
Synthetic forend with integral flashlight (presumed working) has side activation pressure pad. ExC

155

162 - GERMAN CANNON
A modern scale working model of a black powder German
cannon. The brass barrel with turned detailing features a
steel liner. The bore is approx 3/4” and barrel length is 18”.
The barrel has German proofmark (as is required for working cannons in Germany). The oak carnaige is well crafted
with brass detailing including the tyres for the wooden
spoke wheels. The carriage measures 80x45cm wide. Many
hours have gone into crafing this high grade working model
cannon. ExWO&C NLR

156

151 - US M17 BAYONET
WWI US bayonet for the M17 rifle. 43cm Blade marked
1913 10 17 REMINGTON and US on the other side. Grip
with twin like and includes scabbard. VGC
152 - SWISS K11 CARBINE
Swiss Military 7.5x55 cal straight pull bolt action rifle. 23”
Barrel with original sights. Chamber with ordnance and sold
out of service marks. Metalwork with areas of original blue
thinning to grey metal on the receiver. GC woodwork with
sling and bayonet lug. VGWO&C ALR

154
162
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163 - GERMAN MORTAR
Modern reproduction of an antique German Pot Mortar and
Carriage. The Mortar is cast bronze with German Eagle relief cast on the top. The bore measures just over 3” diametre
(25cm length) and bears modern German proofing marks
(required in Germany for cannon etc). The wooden base is
fitted with brass tie down rings and copper rivet and plating
detail (base measures 40x30cm). Many hours of work have
been put into this well produced working model. ExWO&C
ALR
164 - REPRODUCTION HENRY RIFLE
US Navy Arms modern remake of the 1860 Henry lever action rifle, circa 1980’s. 24” Octagonal 44-40 cal barrel with
original sights and marked HENRYS PATENT OCT 16
1860 MANUFACTURED BY NAVY ARMS CO RIDGEFIELD N.J. The brass frame receiver features factory foliate
engraving by Christian Meyer who only did about 8 firearms for Navy Arms Company. (there is a factory letter stating this with the gun). Metalwork retains near all original
bright blue to the barrel and magazine and the brass without
dings as is the walnut stock. In like new ExWO&C ALR

173 - CZ 75 PISTOL
Czech 9mm Semi Auto Pistol. 4 1/2” Barrel, slide with adjustable sights marked Model 75 and has been refinished
green as are the small parts. Fitted with Pachmayr grips.
GWO&C B/CLR

163

174 - NORINCO NP22 PISTOL
Chinese clone of a Sig Sauer P226 9mm Pistol. 4 1/2” Barrel, slide with fixed sights. Metalwork with most original
finish. VGC original plastic grips. G-VGWO&C B/CLR

175

175 - ENGLISH ANTIQUE SHOTGUN
Scarce C.G.Bonehill 110 Canon St. London 12g hammerless shotgun. 2 1/2” chamber Black powder proof 30” Damascus barrels retaining much old re finish browning. The
unusual lever cocking action and Bonehill & Mathews patent No.1952 of 12.05.1880 for positive sear acting safety
mechanism, plus external cocking levers on each side
marked L and D in gold are completed by a further Bonehill patent no 8471 of 1884 covering a drop down and left
turning retaining lever for the forend attachment. The semi
rounded boxlock action and furniture are all finely scroll
foliage engraved with an oval vignette of Pheasants in a
landscape on the base plate. Gold inlaid safety and silver
oval escutcheon on stock. Horn tipped forend and chequered
straight hand stock with horn butt plate and much original
finish on stock. A seldom encountered early hammerless
sporting gun. See The British Shotgun 1870 to 1890 by
Crudgington and Baker re patents. Contained in an original
period brass cornered leather covered red baize lined case
with straps & Oak and brass two piece cleaning rod and jags
ExWO&C ALR

165
164

165 - UBERTI HIGH WALL RIFLE
Italian remake of the Winchester 1885 High Wall single shot
rifle. 30” Octagonal 45-70 cal barrel with factory tang sight
fitted and original blade rear sight still present. Metalwork
retains near all bright blue finish to the barrel and case colours to the action and lever. ExC walnut stock. ExWO&C
ALR
166 - REPRODUCTION WINCHESTER 66 CARBINE
Italian Uberti remake of the Model 1866 lever action.
19” Round barrel in .357 magnum caliber. The receiver is
brass as is the magazine tube. Metalwork with a few minor scratches. VGC woodwork with some minor marks.
VGWO&C ALR
167 - WINCHESTER 9422 RIFLE
US made model 9422 XTR .22lr lever action rifle. 20”
Blued barrel with original sights and New Haven address.
Metalwork retains near all bright blue with some slight
loss around the leading edges on the underside. ExC original chequered walnut stock with only a couple of slight
scratches. Variant without safety and includes hammer spur.
ExWO&C ALR

176
169

170

167
166

168 - WINCHESTER M61 RIFLE
US .22lr pump action rifle circa 1958. 24” Barrel with original sights marked with Winchester logo etc. Metalwork retains near all bright blue with very minor speckle staining on
one side of the take-down receiver. ExC original woodwork.
ExWO&C ALR

171

169 - WEBLEY .22 REVOLVER
British Mark IV Double Action Revolver. 6” Barrel with
original sights and marked WEBLEY & SCOTT etc. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue ExC original plastic logo grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
170 - WEBLEY MK IV REVOLVER
An ex Singapoore Police .38 S&W cal Webley revolver. 5”
Barrel with Webley & Scott marked on the top strap etc. The
receiver with cross bolt safety and marked on the back SPF
(Singapoore Police Force). Metalwork with most original
blue. VGC grips with lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR
171 - WEBLEY SNUB NOSED REVOLVER
British Mark IV .38 S&W cal Revolver. 3” Barrel with
makers mark etc. Cross bolt safety above the grip. Metalwork with near all original finish. ExC plastic grips. VGExWO&C CLR
172 - BERNADELLI PISTOL
Italian Practical model 9x21 cal semi auto target pistol. 5
1/4” Barrel fitted with compensator, blued slide with adjustable sights. Alloy slide with 4 tapped holes for scope mount.
Includes 2 extra magazines. VGWO&C B/CLR

172

168

173

174

176 - COLONIAL AMMUNITION CO.NZ SHOTGUN
A scarce 12g 2 3/4” side by side hammerless ejector boxlock
“Auckland Special Pidgeon Gun” (live pidgeon) manufactured by Colonial Ammunition Co.NZ Ltd. With two sets
of barrels both marked with SN 2005 with manufacturers
details. 30” Barrels with broad file cut high rib with three
sighting beads (one missing) both barrels (just under 3/4
choke). English barrel blanks showing view and proof
marks were shipped in the white as was action and finish by
CAC and with some blue and dull steel finish. The 25” Barrels with file cut narrow rib with one sighting bead, retain
all blue finish and fine mirror finish bores both with choked
cylinder. Action and barrel breech ends are heavily scroll
foliage engraved. Semi pistol grip stock with oval silver escutcheon and initials W.S.R. and fitted with Morgan adjustable pad. Some wear to chequering on stock and forend but
both sets of barrels are tight on action. All barrel wall thickness are twice the required for English proof. A good Goose
gun with very stong build weight. Contained in a red baize
lined NZ made boxwood case. G-VGWO&C ALR
177 - ENGLISH ANTIQUE HAMMERGUN
Thomas Turner S/S 12g 2 1/2” top break shotgun. London black powder prooved 30” Damascus barreles marked
Thomas Turner 12 Brook St. Bond St. London on rib. Retains most original brown on barrels. Back action side locks,
action hammers and top tang hold 60% original colour case
hardening and are nicely scroll foliage engraved overall as
is the furniture. Straight hand stock and forend retain most
original finish and chequering. Oval silver escutcheon and
horn butt plate. The action is tight and with a 15” stock a
great Black powder shooter. ExWO&C ALR
178 - BELGIAN SHOTGUN
Wede Francoffe 12g side by side boxlock shotgun. 29 3/4”
Barrels with 1/2 and 3/4 chokes and 2 3/4” chambers. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish. ExC woodwork.
ExWO&C ALR

177

178
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179 - 16 GUAGE SHOTGUN
Spanish side by side Laurona shotgun. 27 1/2” Blued barrels and case coloured action with twin triggers. Metalwork
retains near all original finish and bright case colours. ExC
semi pistol grip butt stock with swivel. ExWO&C ALR
180 - MARLIN SLUGMASTER SHOTGUN
US Model 52 12g bolt action shotgun. 21” Rifled barrel
with iron sights and detachable 2 shot magazine. Metalwork
and chequered woodwork are in like new ExC. The gun has
original swing tag and is in new ExWO&C ALR

and British proof marks. The lower and upper serial numbers are matching. Metalwork contains most original finish
with some slight speckling. ExC original early woodwork
with vertical pistol grip and sling swivels on the bottom of
the butt stock. Includes its original 50R C drum marked with
auto ordnance patent info and U (Union Specialties Company) manufacture. A nice example of an all original British
issue Thompson. VGWO&C CLR

180

179

194 - THOMPSON C DRUM MAGAZINE
Modern production Auto ordnance 100R Thompson magazine. Marked with patent and loading info, retains all original finish. In as new ExC.

181 - MAGTECH SHOTGUN
Brazilian model 586-2 12g pump action shotgun. 20” Barrel with 3/4 length tubular magazine. Metalwork retains
near all original blue. ExC wooden butt stock and forend.
ExWO&C ALR

195 - THOMPSON L DRUM MAGAZINE
Reproduction of WWII Crosby Co 50R magazine for the
Thompson 1921/28/28A1 S.M.G. Marked THE CROSBY
CO. BUFFALO N.Y. retains near all blue. ExC

182 - ESCORT SHOTGUN
Turkish Hatsan 12g pump action shotgun. 28” Multi choke
barrel with 3/4 choke fitted. Metalwork retains near all
matte black finish. ExC synthetic stock. ExWO&C ALR

181

183 - U BOAT AWARD
Nazi German Submarine front clasp award in sliver. The
back with bottle type pin with raised detail and marked
ENTWURF PEEKHAUS AUSF SCHERWIN BERLIN 68.
Measures 177x23mm x 25g. ExC
184 - E BOAT AWARD
Nazi German Kriegsmarine 1st pattern E Boat award.
Near all gilt to the wreath. Dish back marked SCHWERIN
BERLIN 66. Flat bottle pin almost horizontal. Measures
45x58mm & 35g. ExC

183

199 - THOMPSON TOOL
Small original Soldiers maintanance screw driver/tool for
the S.M.G. 11 1/2cm Overall length with oval handle and
blued finish. VGC

189

200 - PERSIAN LUGER PISTOL
A very rare Mauser made Artillery model Luger for the Persian Military, circa 1930’s. 8” 9mm cal Barrel, the chamber
marked with the Persian Crown/lion/sunburst crest. Correct
artillery sights which are marked in Farsi as are all the other
markings. The barrel is marked with the Mauser Crown over
U proof mark as well as the commercial Crown mark on the
otherside. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish and
straw colours. Showing holster wear to the side plate and
muzzle. ExC original chequered grips. All external numbers
in Farsi are matching except the magazine which is the correct alloy base plate type and marked in Farsi. Complete
with original rig. The shoulder stock board is marked with
matching Farsi number to the gun and includes its correct
Persian made leather work consisting of dark brown leather
holster containing rod and stripping tool and complete with
shoulder straps, boot and double magazine pouch. With only
1000 of these contract pistols produced and considered to be
one of the finest lugers made, this is a unique opportunity for
the advanced Luger collector. ExWO&C B/CLR
Estimate. $6,000 - $8,000

193

186 - LUFTWAFFE OBSERVORS BADGE
The back of the eagle is slightly hollow and concave. Round
pin, measures 50x52 & 25g. ExC
187 - SILVER CLOSE COMBAT CLASP
Nazi German Army award. Zinc with flat pin and without
makers mark. 97x26 & 35g. VGC
188 - BRONZE CLOSE COMBAT CLASP
Nazi German Army award. Flat bottle pin and without makers mark, 97x25mm & 35g. VGC
201

190 - AFRIKA KORPS CUFF TITLE
Nazi German cuff title. Olive and dark green bands with
writing thread and bands in silver. ExC
191 - SS SHOULDER BOARDS
Nazi German SS N.C.O shoulder boards. VGC
192 - GOERING DIVISION SHOULDER BOARDS
Pair of Nazi German Herman Goering division N.C.O
shoulder boards. VGC
193 - THOMPSON 1928 SUBMACHINE GUN
A WWII British Military issue Thompson .45acp cal submachine gun. 10 1/2” Fluted barrel fitted with original Cutts
compensator and the receiver with Lyman sight. The receiver is marked MODEL OF 1928 & Savage prefix serial
number as well as THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN etc,
the other side AUTO ORDNANCE and patent info. Broad
arrow and British ordnance marks are located in front of the
ejection port. The gun is also marked with inspectors mark

197 - THOMPSON MAGAZINE
30R Stick magazine for the 1928/M1 S.M.G’s. Marked
THE SEYMOUR PRODUCTS CO SEYMOUR CONN.
Retains near all original blued finish. VGC
198 - THOMPSON CLEANING ROD
Steel cleaning rod for the S.M.G. 42cm Overall length with
looped handle and blued finish. VGC

185 - CASED PILOT/OBSERVOR BADGE
WWII Nazi German combined Pilot/Observors medal. Guilded wreath, silver eagle, the back marked C.E. JUNCKER
BERLIN SW and with round pin. Measures 61x55mm &
45g. Includes blue case with silk and felt lining and the lid
inscribed in gold flugzeugfhurer - u. Beobachter Abzeichen.
VGC

189 - TANK DESTRUCTION AWARD
Nazi German Army award for single handed destruction of
a tank. Blackened iron tank on silver braid with black edges.
92x30mm. ExC

196 - THOMPSON STICK MAGAZINE
Auto ordnance mkd 20R magazine, shows some pinpricking
to the bottom edge, otherwise retains near all blue. VGC

200

201 - 1908 FIRST ISSUE LUGER PISTOL
A very scarce and top example Imperial German Army First
Issue P08 Luger, circa 1909. 4” 9mm Barrel with original
dorsal fin foresight. The chamber without date and is marked
on the left hand side with proof marks and also marked
with the test fire proof on the barrel. Thr toggle is marked
DWM and without hold open. The serial numbers are in
the correct commercial style and are matching except the
magazine which is in ExC and the correct type. Metalwork
retains near all original bright rust blue finish and straw
colours. The frame is without stock lug and is unit marked
B.5.R.5.1 (Barvarian 5th Infantry division). This unit battled throughout the war on the Western front at the Battle of
the Frontiers, Champagne, The Somme, Passchendaele and
the 2nd Battle of the Somme. A similar pistol is featured on
page VI of Imperial Lugers by Still. Only 25% of first issue
P08’s were infantry marked and all had hard combat use.
This is the first time this NZ veteran’ bring back’ has been
offered for sale in 40 years and a unique opportunity for the
advanced Luger or Military collector. ExWO&C B/CLR
Estimate. $5,500 - $7,000
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202 - WINCHESTER MODEL 1895 RIFLE
Antique US Winchester lever action rifle, circa 1912. 24”
Round barrel in .303 cal and marked NICKEL STEEL
BARREL etc, 303 British and Winchester proof which is
also present above the chamber. Left hand side of the receiver is marked with Winchester address and patent info
and the tang MODEL 1895 WINCHESTER etc. Metalwork
has thinning original blue to the barrel and grey patina with
traces of finish to the action. VGC woodwork with some
aged minor dings and steel butt plate. VGWO&C ALR

202

204

****20 MINUTE LUNCH BREAK****

203 - WINCHESTER M1892 RIFLE
Antique, circa 1904 Winchester model 1892 lever action rifle. 24” Round barrel in 44-40 cal and with full length magazine and original Buckhorn sights. The barrel is marked on
top WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. NEW HAVEN etc and 44W.C.F. Metalwork retains most original blue
finish turning to grey in areas on the frame. The top tang
is marked MODEL 1892 WINCHESTER TRADEMARK.
VG-ExC original woodwork with some aged minor scratches. Good original Winchesters like this in good shootable
condition are increasingly hard to find. VGWO&C ALR

207 - TWO GUN BOOKS
Gun Digest Modern Gun Values 14th Edition and Lyman
Pistol and Revolver Handbook. GC

206 - NOCK VOLLEY GUN
An extremely rare and desirable British Military Henry
Nock Flintlock Volley gun, circa 1780-1800. Seven 20” .52
cal smooth bore barrels welded together and ignited through
small vents from the central barrel to fire all the barrels simultaneously. The barrels have most overall brown finish
and each feature Birmingham proof marks. The muzzle end
of the barrels have a rounded wear to the edges, most likely
caused by resting the muzzle down in a ship and the constant rocking motion. The lock is marked TOWER with the
GR Royal Cyper as well as the British Military Ordnance
mark under the frizzen. The action is strong and positive.
VGC original woodwork with slight aged crack around the
top of the wrist. On the right hand side there is the sticker/
seal of the British antique dealers association. The brass butt
plate extends 3 1/2” along the top of the stock. The triggerguard is also brass and features an acorn finial. There
are three brass ram rod tubes all with cannon turns and the
front has correct flat retention spring. Complete with steel
ram rod. The Nock Volley gun was used by the British Navy
during the Napoleonic Wars and was fired from the crows
nest to clear the decks. Due to its extreme recoil its service
life was very short and only 500 of these were purchased by

208 - GUN HANDBOOKS
Five paperback handbooks for the Winchester 97, 12, 70
and 03 Springfield plus AR15. VGC

203

209 - TWO GUN BOOKS
Two hard copy, large format coffee table books. The complete illustrated Encyclopedia of the World Firearms by
Hogg and The Worlds Great Guns by Wilkinson. VGC

204 - BURGESS SHOTGUN
A rare and unusual Burgess Gun Company slide action take
down shotgun, circa 1892-99. This gun uses a unique sliding
pistol grip action to cycle the gun. 30” Damascus twist barrel with bead foresight and 1/2 tube magazine. The action
is marked on the top BURGESS GUN CO BUFFALO NY
USA and the underside with patent information, right hand
side with take down lever. Metalwork with near all browm
to the barrel and dark patina to the action. VGC original
chequered woodwork with some dings, complete with original Burgess logo, hard rubber butt plate. Andrew Burgess
was a prolific designer with around 600 patents to his name
and very few of these guns were made before his company
was bought out by Winchester in 1899. ExWO&C ALR
205 - ANTIQUE HENRY RIFLE
Extremely rare US Henry lever action rifle, circa 1865.
24” Octagonal .44 rimfire cal barrel with sling swivel and
original sights, the rear graduated to 800 yards. The barrel is marked on top, in front of the rear sight HENRYS
PATENT OCT 16 1860 MANUFACTURED BY NEW
HAVEN ARMS CO NEW HAVEN CT the four digit serial
number in the eleven thousand range is located behind the
rear sight. The brass frame is marked H on the lower tang
(B. Tyler Henry’s inspection mark). Metalwork has nice untouched original dark patina and the brass with nice aged
honey colour. The original wooden stock with late profile
brass butt plate with trap. Left hand side fitted with original
sling swivel. The stock has some pressure dings and a small
chip on right hand side at the back of the frame. With only
14000 of these iconic rifles produced and only a handful in
New Zealand, opportunities to purchase one seldom occure.
VGWO&C ALR Est $35,000 - $40,000

the British government making this one of the rarest guns
in the world with most examples in museaums. This is a
unique opportunity for the advanced collector to purchase
what we believe to be the only privately held example in
New Zealand. Provenance - Ted & Paul Shoebridge Collection. ExWO&C NLR. Estimate $45,00 - $55,000

210 - PARTS MYSTERY BAG
Over 2kg of assorted firearm small parts.

217

211 - VARIOUS CLEANING RODS
Four Parker Hale .22 with jags, plus 2x centerfire 30 cal
with jags and 3 wooden shotgun rods. GC
212 - ASSORTED GUN PARTS
A bag of assorted firearm small parts. Some for Ruger 44
lever action. Winchester 92 lever and other small parts
213 - MAUSER PARTS
2x bolt sections for a Mauser rifle without the shroud, head
or handle plus a magazine and triggerguard. VGC

205

214 - CROSMAN AIR PISTOL
Peacemaker model 6 shooter CO2 Pistol in original box
with cylinders and ammo pressumed GWO&C NLR

219

215 - ENGLISH SHOTGUN CASE
Canvas and leather bound shotgun case for hammer shotgun. Green baize lining with nice James Kerr & Co London
Armoury original trade label. Some slight staining and wear
but a rare original label ideal for placement in early English
Revolver. VGC

220

216 - SHOTGUN CASE
Leather bound black canvas case for hammer shotgun.
Green baize lining. No key, external wear otherwise GC.
217 - LEG OF MUTTON CASE
English blocked leather 5x5 shotgun case for up to 30” barrels. Brass lock, no key and leather straps.
218 - LEG OF MUTTON CASE
Similar to previous but for 30 1/2” barrels and with black
name escuchean with traces of initials. GC
219 - COOEY .22 RIFLE
Canadian model 75 single shot .22lr bolt action rifle. 22”
Barrel with original sights. Metalwork has thinning original
blue, ExC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
220 - VICKERS .22 RIFLE
Single shot Martini action .22lr rifle. 26” Barrel tapped for
scope, rear diopter sight. Metalwork with thinning original
blue and dark patina. VGC original woodwork. GWO&C
ALR

206

221

221 - SAVAGE .22 RIFLE
Model 3D single shot bolt action .22lr rifle. 24” Barrel with
sights. Metalwork has near all refinish. VGC woodwork.
VGWO&C ALR
B category pistol license holders require a ‘Pinky’ form
from your club to obtain a permit at the auction venue
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222 - SMLE SPORTER RIFLE
Sporterised NO3 * BSA 1915 dated rifle. 25” .303 cal original barrel with sights. Metalwork with most overall blue.
GC sporterised woodwork. GWO&C ALR
223 - LONG TOM SPORTER RIFLE
Sporterised L E 1* with BSA 1901 date. 25 3/4” .303 cal
barrel with original sights. Metalwork with dark original
patina. GC sporterised woodwork with sling. GWO&C
ALR

241 - 303 AMMO
90R of 303 ball ammo in chargers in 15R boxes, 41 dated.
GC
242 - REPRO SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER
Italian Hartford Ct Model .45 lc SA revolver. 5 1/2” blued
barrel and case coloured frame. Metalwork with thinning
original finish. GC grips. GWO&C B/CLR

222

243 - RUGER SINGLE SIX REVOLVER
US .22lr 6 shot single action revolver. 5 1/2” barrel, metalwork with most overall blue thinning on the barrel. Good
condition original grips. GWO&C B/CLR

224 - MAUSER ACTION
Mauser bolt and action with double set trigger and magazine
missing the bolt stop and ejector, otherwise GC.
225 - TIPTON GUN VISE
Bench gun maintanance vise which securely clamps the rifle
in soft jaws. VGC

223

226 - 7X39 AMMO
Approx 100R of 7.62x39 FMJ in paper packets (some broken) and four stripper clips. GC
227 - ASSORTED RIFLE BRASS
Approx. 89x6.5x55, 130x308, 30x30.30, 35x303 all primed.
GC

245 - .22 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER
German made single action 6 shot revolver .22lr and second
cylinder for Magnum with 4 3/4” barrel. Metalwork with
dark original finish with some speckle staining and deterioration and filing marks around the plastic grips. FWO&C
B/CLR

242

228 - TUNGSTEN SHOTGUN AMMO
150R of Gamebore Tungsten Max 12g 2 3/4” 32g load size
4/5. In original packets. ExC ALR
229 - 30 CARBINE AMMO
Approx. 200 loose rounds of Lake City U.S 30 carbine FMJ.
ALR

246 - BROWNING .22 RIFLE
Belgian .22lr semi automatic rifle. 19” barrel with original
sights and Herstal address. Metalwork with scattered mild
pin pricking to some areas and thinning blue to to the edges.
GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR

243

247 - MOSSBERG .22 RIFLE
802 Plinkster .22lr bolt action rifle. 18” Barrel fitted with
silencer and original sight, receiver with 4 power scope.
Metalwork with near all original blue and ExC woodwork
complete with 10R magazine. ExWO&C ALR

230 - 30 CARBINE AMMO
Similar to previous but 170R approx. ALR
244

231 - 45 COLT AMMO
200R of US HSM brand .45 long Colt 200 grain RFP lead
cowboy action load. In original packets. VGC ALR

248 - HENRY .22 RIFLE
US made .22lr lever action rifle. 18” Barrel with original
sights and silencer thread. Metalwork retains near all original finish. ExC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR

232 - .22LR AMMO
Approx 890R of East German Schonebeck .22lr ammo in
original brick. GC ALR
233 - ASSORTED 9MM AMMO LOT
200R of ex Military Mark 2z plus 150R of German Dynamit
Nobel & Gecco in packets and approx. 50 assorted loose
rounds. GC ALR

249

246

247

234 - 9MM TRACER AMMO
500R of Austrian Hirtenberg 9mm parabellum tracer ammo
in original 25R packets. ExC ALR
235 - 9MM FMJ AMMO
250R in original packets of ex Military 9mm Ball M/39
ammo ExC ALR

248

251

250 - RUGER 10/22 RIFLE
US Ruger .22 semi auto rifle. 18” Blued barrel and action
with original sights. Metalwork retains near all finish and
ExC synthetic stock. Includes 2x 10 shot rotary magazines.
ExWO&C ALR

252 - SMLE BUTT STOCK
Replacement stock for Lithgow WWII NO3 rifle marked
SLAZ 42 without butt plate. In unissued ExC.
253 - OWEN BAYONET SCABBARDS
Two scabbards for the Owen SMG. Similar to 07 pattern but
29 1/2 cm overall length to take the shorter blade marked
MANGROVITTE 44 on one side. VGC

238 - CASE OF 308 AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR

254 - CHARLTON MAGAZINE
Seldom seen magazine for the NZ WWII Charlton L.M.G
based on the 303 rifle. Broad arrow marked on the base and
with near all original finish. ExC

239 - 308 AMMO
140R battle pack of South African R1M1 7.62x51 cal ball
ammo. ExC ALR
240 - F4 308 AMMO
120R of Australian Military target F4 7.62x51 cal ammo in
original packets. ExC ALR

249 - BAIKAL .22 RIFLE
Russian MP-16IK .22lr semi auto rifle. 14 1/2” barrel with
silencer thread and original sights. Receiver with scope
base. ExC synthetic thumb hole stock with adjustable cheek
piece and includes twp 10 shot magazines. ExWO&C ALR

251 - VOERE .22 RIFLE
German .22lr semi auto rifle. 20” Blued barrel and action
with original sights and 1962 proof mark. Metalwork with
near all original finish. ExWO&C ALR

236 - 9MM SMG AMMO
Four packets of WINCHESTER Submachine gun ammo for
the Sten, 3 packets are in G-VG collectable condition and
the other has tape repair. ALR
237 - CASE OF 308 AMMO
500R case of Russian 7.62x51 cal 145gr steel case FMJ ammunition. ExC ALR

244 - REPRODUCTION COLT POLICE REVOLVER
Italian Western Arms reproduction of a Colt 1862 .36 cal
percussion revolver. 6 1/2” round barrel, fluted cylinder,
case coloured frame and brass straps. Metalwork retains
near all original finish, ExC woodwork. ExWO&C B/CLR

250

255 - MARTINI SLINGS
Four 1 1/4” wide x43” long heavy rifle sling stitched and
copper riveted for the Martini Henry. Some wear and scuffing. GC
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256 - BRITISH CLEANING RODS
Four British Victorian steel cleaning rods from 24-33” long.
Most likely Snider/Martini Henry etc. VGC
257 - NZ WAR MEDAL
A rare and desirable New Zealand Maori War Medal issued to Pte Adair White 3rd Waikato Militia. The medal is
inscribed NEW ZEALAND BIRTUTIS HONOR 1861 to
1866 and on the otherside with Queen Victoria etc. The edge
is inscribed A WHITE 3RD WAIKATO REGT. Complete
with red and blue ribbon and includes the vendors research
into this Militia Soldier. ExC

261
259

258 - EMPIRE ASSOCIATION MEDAL
Scarce circa 1900-1910 Imperial Colonial Forces Veterans medal. Center of the Maltese Cross engraved NZEVA.
Complete with original old red, white and blue ribbon and a
replacement one. VGC
259 - NZ RIFLE ASSOCIATION MEDAL
A rare Victorian period New Zealand Rifle Association
Shooting Medal. The NZRA was founded in 1878 as a
regional based national shooting competition of Militia.
Maltise type bronze cross with wreath and rifleman in the
center. The back with NEW ZEALAND RIFLE ASSOCIATION and mountain range with targets logo. Lions head ribbon hanger inscribed with notable Auckland medal maker
and sculpter A TEUTENBERG. The top section above the
maroon coloured ribbon marked N.Z.R.A with Victorian
Crown. Includes original box which has the top section removed. ExC

264 - SNIDER YEOMANRY CARBINE
NZ Military breech loading Snider Carbine. 19” .577 cal
barrel with carbine sights and ordnance marks. The chamber marked N80Z and III, plus ordnance marks and BSA
Co. Metalwork with dark grey to black original patina. Lock
plate is marked with Royal Victorian Cypher BSA & M CO
1880 plus broad arrow. The original woodwork is also
marked N80Z on the tang and is in VGC and includes sight
protector and brass furniture with N80Z 0648 marking on
the plate. Includes original two piece rod. VGWO&C ALR
265 - SNIDER ARTILLERY CARBINE
NZ Military Mark III .577 cal breech loading carbine. 21
1/2” Barrel with bayonet bar and 600 yard sight and ordnance marks. Chamber marked III NZ etc and gate mark
CCB and WD. Lockplate with Royal Cypher and 1871
ENFIELD etc. Lockplate missing several screws and mainspring at fault. Metalwork with pinpricking marks towards
the muzzle and most dark refinished patina. GC woodwork
with brass furniture and swivels. F-GC ALR

262
257

266 - P53/SNIDER BAYONET
Yataghan sword bayonet for a bar on band fitting rather than
barrel fitting. 58 cm blade with staining to most of its steel
guard and pommel, with original chequered grips. GC

264

267 - P1875 BAYONET
Sawback bayonet for the British Military Martini Henry Rifle. 45 1/2 cm blade with Ordnance and Wilkinson marks.
Angled cross guard, blade with only minor staining and
worn grip with dark patina on the pommel. Includes dented
leather and steel sheath. F-GC

269

260 - NZ WWII MEDAL GROUP
Six medal group consisting of the 1939-45 star, Africa Star,
Italy Star, Defence medal, War medal and War Service medal. Complete with ribbons. VGC
261 - NZ TRANTER REVOLVER
NZ Military Maori War period Tranter, 1878 Army model
double action revolver. 6” .450 cal octagonal barrel marked
with Birmingham proofs and 450 and the 6 shot cylinder is
also proved inside the flutes. Right hand side of the frame
is marked TRANTERS PATENT, serial number and proof
mark. The left hand side has N80Z procurement mark. Metalwork retains most original blue to the frame and thinning
to dark patina on the barrel. ExC one piece grip with lanyard
ring with Military acceptance mark which is also located
on the grip strap. Complete with original WD and makers
marked leather holster. ExWO&C B/CLR

268 - BRITISH HOLSTER
Antique brown leather flap holster to suit Adams/Tranter
Webley or similar large frame 6” barrel revolver. Angled
leather belt strap with brass D ring and closing pin. VGC

267
266

271

262 - NZ ADAMS REVOLVER
A Maori Wars period NZ Military model 1872 MKIII Adams double action revolver. 6” Octagonal .450 cal barrel
with original foresight and Birmingham proofs, also on
the chambers. Right hand side of the frame is marked with
ADAMS PATENT and A TRADE MARK logos as well as
NZ494 and the serial number matching on the 6 shot cylinder. The otherside marked with procurement N80Z and WD
broad arrow mark. Metalwork retains most overall original
blue with some aged staining. Original grips with nice patina. VGWO&C B/CLR
263 - SNIDER NAVAL RIFLE
NZ Military Snider Rifle. 30 1/2” .577 cal barrel with
bayonet bar and 1000 yard sight. Loading gate with spring
loaded latch but markings hard to make out. Lock plate with
Royal Cypher and Tower 1874 mark. Metalwork with dark
original patina. VGC original woodwork with brass furniture with twin swivels and rod. The butt plate marked A
broad arrow NZ 1002 (same number on stock and tang).
Also marked with BOND & JAMES BIRMINGHAM cartouche. G-VGWO&C ALR

269 - VICTORIAN MILITARY COMPASS
A Victorian 1860’s period Military compass, as used in the
Maori Wars. The brass case WD broad arrow marked and
no 5498. Green coloured dial with degrees and ornate North
pointer. Measures 7cm diamater, believed to be made by
Carrs. ExWO&C

265

271 - STAG ARMS AR15 RIFLE
US made AR15 .223 cal semi auto rifle. 14” Medium to
heavy barrel fitted with MAE overbarrel supressor (19” fitted length). YHM brand quad rail handguard with rail the
full length of the flat top receiver. Metalwork with near all
original finish. Fitted with Hogue pistol grip and A2 butt
stock and 5R magazine. ExWO&C ELR
270

272 - BRD AR15 RIFLE
NZ built AR15 .223 cal rifle fitted with 20” Trueflight barrel with muzzle break. Flat top receiver with integral rail.
Metalwork with near all original finish. Ergo pistol grip. A2
butt stock and Hogue forend. ExWO&C ELR

273

273 - STG 58 RIFLE
Austrian Steyr 7.62 cal semi auto rifle. 20” Barrel without flash hider and threaded. The receiver marked STEYR
DAIMLER etc STG58 and fitted with replacement Picattiney dust cover rail and includes original sights. Metalwork with near all original finish. ExC synthetic butt stock
(missing rear swivel) and pistol grip, plus alloy folding bipod forend. Includes 20 shot magazine. VG-ExWO&C ELR

272

263
To help with transport for firearms from the auction
venue please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes.

270 - CAMPAIGN TEA SET
Coper Military Officers private purchase campaign travelling tea set. 12 1/2x11x10 Spout cover with chain. Used
typically in the Crimean War. Nice dark original patina. ExC

274

274 - L1A1 RIFLE
NZ Military ‘SLR’. 21” Barrel without flash hider but with
original sights. The receiver with typical markings and
63 date. Metalwork with traces of blue to grey finish. Fitted with Picattiney rail dust cover and carry handle quad
rail forend, plus thumbhole stock and 7R magazine. GVGWO&C ALR
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275 - L1A1 ACCESSORIES
Original wooden butt stock, pistol grip and forend plus a
synthetic forend, dust cover, swivel, BFA, flash hider, mag
loader and cleaning kit. GC

289 - SS BELT AND BUCKLE
WWII Nazi German SS Soldiers buckle with brown leather
belt. Buckle has most original olive drab paint but is nicely
worn. Marked RZM 36/42 SS. The belt marked 100. VGC
279

276 - L1A1 BAYONET
British Military SLR L1A1 bayonet and scabbard. In original new unopened stores grease paper packets. ExC
277 - THREE L1A1 MAGAZINES
A 20 shot plus two shortened magazines (pressured 10 &
5 shot). GC

290

280

278 - L1A1 MAGAZINE
20R SLR Magazine. GC
279 - WALTHER PP PISTOL
3 1/2” .22lr Barrel, slide with pre war Zella Mehlis address
and original sights. Metalwork with most original blue thinning on the edges and grip straps as well as some scratches
and loss of finish around the address. VGC original banner
logo grips. VGWO&C CLR

281

280 - WALTHER PP SUPER
West German, circa 70’s PP Super Pistol. 3 1/2” 9x18 cal
barrel, slide with original sights and Ulm address etc. Frame
with crossed out Bavarian Police marking. Metalwork retains nearly all original bright blue. ExC original grips.
ExWO&C CLR

282

283

281 - CZ92 PISTOL B5301
Czech model 92 double action only pocket pistol. 2 1/2” .25
acp cal barrel. Slide with integral sights and Czech Republic address. Metalwork with all original finish. ExC original plastic grips. Includes its original box and paperwork.
ExWO&C CLR

283 - GERMAN M42 HELMET
WWII Nazi German steel helmet. Most overall original
paint with sand texture wearing on the top and without decals. There is a hard to make out mark on the inside back
lip and has original liner with size 59 mark and chin strap
marked VOEGELS KOLN 1940. VGC

292

291

293

295 - MKI BREN GUN
British Military WWII period MKI Bren light machine gun.
22” Barrel with flash hider, sights and carry handle. The receiver marked MKI D 1942 and broad arrow, plus ordnance
marks. Fitted with correct dial sight. Metalwork is in ExC
original woodwork with rear handle and shoulder plate removed as is most often the case. Complete with magazine
and bipod. ExWO&C CLR
296 - DP/M MAGAZINES
3x47R Drum magazines to suit the Soviet 7.62x54R DP or
DPM S.M.G. In green steel carry case with Finish SA marking. ExC

294

286 - BRITISH DISPATCH HELMET
WWII dispatch riders helmet marked on the leather liner
BMB 7 1/2 1945. VGC

297 - THIRD REICH INSIGNIA ETC.
Bag of insignia, includes crete cuff title, pair of collar patches for DLV Reichsminist, breast eagle, WSFK shoulder
straps and a unit badge, cockade SS i.d and photograph plus
some shoulder bands. GC

287 - BRITISH HELMET
WWII patter 1944 ‘Turtle’ helmet. Most overall black paint
and includes liner and green webbing chin strap. VGC
288 - PANZER OFFICERS CAP
Nazi German M43 black wool Panzer Officers field cap. Silver alluminium thread piping around the top and complete
with cockade and eagle. Twin pebbled finish alluminium
buttons marked A 12mm. Grey silk lining with leather folded edge to the inside of the peek. Some slight staining to the
peek, without holes or rips but showing good age. ExC

292 - SWEDISH AG42B RIFLE
Swedish Military Ljungman semi automatic rifle. 24 1/2”
6.5x55 cal barrel with original sights and porting. The side
of the chamber dated 1943 and with Swedish crown. Metalwork retains near all original blue. ExC original woodwork
with some small scratches complete with swivels, rod and
10 shot magazine. ExWO&C ELR

294 - RUSSIAN DP MACHINEGUN
Soviet DP28 L.M.G 23 3/4” 7.62x54R barrel with original
flash hider, sights, ventilated shroud and fitted with bipod.
The receiver with original sight, arsenal mark and 1951
date. Metalwork retains near all original finish. ExC like
new wooden butt stock with oiler and swivels. Includes 48R
pan magazine. Hard to find better in like new ExWO&C
CLR

284 - GERMAN M35 HELMET
WWII Nazi German Luftschutz M35 civilian helmet. Most
original dark green paint. Original liner marked 56 and with
black leather chin strap. VGC
285 - SPANISH M42 HELMET
WWII Spanish steel helmet. Near all original olive green
paint and red and gold crest. The original leather liner is
Nazi marked. ExC

291 - M1 GARAND RIFLE
US Military issue Korean War Vintage M1 Garand 30.06
cal semi automatic rifle. 24” Barrel with original sights and
bayonet lug and swivel. The rear of the receiver marked U.S.
RIFLE CAL 30 M1 SPRINGFIELD ARMOURY and serial
number (November 1953). The trigger guard steel is of the
same high grade WWII type as done by Springfield. Metalwork retains near all original finish thinning on the gas tube.
VG-ExC woodwork with some dings and with blue 62 rack
number on one side and complete with sling. ExWO&C
ELR

293 - RASHEED CARBINE
Egyptian semi automatic 7.62x39 cal carbine. 20” Barrel
with original sights and folding bayonet. Action marked in
Farzi as well as RASHEED MADE IN UAR. Metalwork
with most original blue. VGC original woodwork complete
with swivels and detachable box magazine. Now quite rare
as only 8000 of these were made. VGWO&C ELR

288

282 - STAR POCKET PISTOL
Spanish Starlet model pistol. 2 1/4” Barrel, nickel plated
frame and slide with integral sights and Eibar address. Metalwork retains near all finish but has a few original casting marks on the leading edges. ExC white plastic grips.
Includes box with spare magazine and paperwork, but the
plastic lid for the box is warped. ExWO&C CLR

290 - LUFTWAFFE BELT
Nazi German belt and buckle. Grey metal, pebble finish
buckle with Luftwaffe eagle and wreath. Olive drab tropical 1 3/4” belt with blued steel latch and brown leather tab
marked LBA and faint oval makers mark with 1939 date.
ExC

298 - BLOOD ORDER MEDAL
Nazi German Munich Putsch Medal. Marked 864 over 935
and with burnished highlights. 40mm Diameter and weighs
35g. ExC

295

299 - GERMAN WOUND BADGE
A mid war production Nazi German gold wound badge.
Back marked L/40 with round pin. Measures 45x37mm and
weighs 25g. VGC

14
300 - U BOAT AWARD
Nazi German U Boat award. Rear with round pin and measures 48x39mm and weighs 25g. VGC

311 - CARCANO M38 RIFLE
Italian WWII 6.5cal B/Action rifle. 21” Barrel with correct
sights and bayonet lug, marked cal 6.5 and arsenal mark.
Metalwork with dark orignal patina and sling. GWO&C
ALR

303

301 - WAR MERIT CROSS
Early solid bronze WWII German 2nd Class War Merit
Cross with ribbon. ExC
302 - SECOND CLASS IRON CROSS
WWII Nazi 2nd Class Iron Cross with ribbon. Three piece
nickel frame with iron centre. Marked with Swastika and
1939 and 1813 on the back. Very rare variant with rounded
style #3 to dates. Measures 44x44mm, weighs 25g. VGC
303 - GERMAN FLARE GUN
WWII Luftwaffe double barrel flare pistol. 6 1/2” Barrels
marked with proof eagle and 4 inside circle. The frame is
dated 1942 and code marked fzs (Krieghoff) as well as Luftwaffe eagle. Metalwork has most overall finish with some
stainning on the barrels. VGC original hard rubber grips.
VGWO&C NLR
304 - US FIGHTING KNIFE
WWII US private purchase British Commando dagger.
167mm Blade marked Eye Witness TAYLOR SHEFIELD
ENGLAND. Brass guard and pommel with leather stitched
handle and includes original leather sheath. This is the type
commonly purchased by US Soldiers prior to the D Day
Invasion. This knife was purchased by an American Paratrooper and been in the vendors family since the war. VGC

307

304

313 - COLT 1911 PISTOL
US Military, circa 1919 Colt made 1911 .45acp semi auto
pistol. 5” Barrel, slide with original sights and marked with
Colt logo and patent info, otherside marked MODEL OF
1911 U.S ARMY and the frame marked UNITED STATES
PROPERTY and inspectors mark. Metalwork has grey to
dark speckled patina. Original diamond pattern grips show
wear. These post war 1911’s saw service in the Second
World War. F-GWO&C B/CLR

305
309

314 - BRITISH S&W 1917 REVOLVER
WWI period British Military Model 1917 .455 cal Revolver.
6 1/2” Barrel marked SMITH & WESSON .455 and patent
info. The rear of the frame with ordnance marks. Metalwork
has an area of pin pricking to the top strap, grey to blue on
the barrel and most blue on the frame. GC original medallion chequered grips with lanyard ring. GWO&C B/CLR

308

305 - FAIRBAIRN SYKES DAGGER
British 3rd pattern Commando knife. 171mm blued blade
and guard which is correctly marked broad arrow B2. Third
Pattern copper handle with ring pattern and marked 1 (for
moulding and FR693). Complete with FR271 marked leather sheath. It is widely recognised that these knives are WWII
stock re issued. VGC
306 - WILKINSON SYKES DAGGER
British Fairbairn Sykes 3rd pattern Commando dagger.
178mm Blued blade etched with Wilkinson logo. The underside of the guard is marked FR693. The ringed handle
with near all original black finish. Includes original dark
brown leather sheath. This is part of a batch issued to Para/
commando and SAS prior to the Falklands War. ExC

312 - S&W 1917 REVOLVER
US WWI period model 1917 Revolver. 5 1/2” .45 cal barrel
marked S&W DA 45 and UNITED STATES PROPERTY.
Metalwork with areas of pin pricking to the barrel on one
side and the outside of one of the chambers, otherwise metalwork with dark overall blue finish. GC original wooden
grips. Butt with lanyard ring and marked US ARMY MODEL 1917 etc. F-GWO&C B/CLR

315 - S&W VICTORY REVOLVER
WWII US period .38 S&W cal revolver. 5” Barrel marked
SMITH & WESSON plus cal and patent info. The top strap
marked UNITED STATES PROPERTY. Metalwork with
most original parkerising. GC original smooth wooden grips
with lanyard ring. GWO&C B/CLR

311

316 - 38 S&W AMMO
72R of WWII issue .380 MKII (38 S&W) ammo for the Webley or Victory Revolvers, 1943 and 44 dated in original
packets. GC ALR
317 - NAMBU PISTOL AMMO
38R of loose rare WWII Japanese 8mm cal ammunition for
the type 14 or 94 pistol. GC ALR

312

307 - BORNEO PARANG
Locally made bush knife that were issued to SAS patrols
in replacement to their machetes during the 1960’s Boreo
conflict. 37cm Blade with wooden handle and sheath. An
unusal item with excellent provenance. VGC
308 - MAUSER K98 RIFLE
WWII German 8mm Bolt Action rifle. 24” Barrel with original sights and bayonet lug and Waffen-amt etc. The chamber
is code marked 243 (Mauser) 1938 and also Nazi proved.
All visible serial numbers except the barrel band and bolt
match. The bolt is matching but a replacement. The original
band is included but has been replaced because the swivel
was removed. Metalwork with nice dark original patina.
VGC laminated woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
309 - SPANISH MAUSER RIFLE
Spanish Military Mauser Model 1943 short rifle. 24”
7.92mm cal barrel, with correct sights and bayonet lug.
Chamber with FABRICADE ARMHS LA CORVNA 1955
making. Metalwork with near all blue and ExC woodwork
complete with sling. ExWO&C ALR
310 - STEYR M95 CARBINE
Austrian Military Straight Pull Bolt Action Rifle. 20 1/2”
8x56R cal barrel with original sights. Chamber marked
Steyr M95. Metalwork with near all re blue, VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

310

318 - STEYR M95 AMMO
30R of Nazi Waffen-amt marked 8x56R ammo in 5R stripper clips. GC ALR
319 - HAKIM BAYONET
Bayonet for the Egyptian semi auto rifle. 21cm Blade blued
for the first 5cm. VGC wooden grips and complete with
steel scabbard. ExC

313

320 - PORTUGESE MAUSER BAYONET
M1904/39 Bayonet with steel scabbard, 28cm blued blade
with near all finish. VGC wooden grips. VG-ExC

314

321 - K98 BAYONET
WWII K98 bayonet with steel scabbard and leather frog,
24.5cm blade with iwn code and near all blue. Grooved
plastic handles. ExC
322 - ENGRAVED K98 BAYONET
WWII German Mauser bayonet, 25 1/2cm blade engraved
5 SS Panzer Division - viking - and the otherside with SS
motto and Swastika. Pommel with Swastika and runes. Includes steel scabbard and frog. VGC

315

319
320

322

323 - BAYONET BOOK
Bayonets of the First World War by Bara and Aubry. Hard
cover, large format, 80 pages, colour photos. Covers each
Country in good detail with period and modern photos.
NEW
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324 - SUBMACHINE GUN BOOK
The World’s Submachine Guns Vol I by Nelson. 1980 Revised Edition. Hard cover, large format. B&W photos, 740
pages. Excellent reference book. Dust cover a little tatty
otherwise VGC

331 - BROWNING HI-POWER PISTOL
4 1/2” 9mm Barrel, slide with adjustable sights and Herstal
address. Metalwork with near all original blue. ExC original
grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

326

332 - TAURUS PT99 PISTOL
Brazilian variant of the Beretta 92. 5” 9mm cal barrel. Slide
with adjustable sights. Frame with de-cocker and safety.
Polished chrome metalwork with some minor scratches. Fitted with rubber grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

325 - RADOM PISTOL BOOK
VIS: THE MODEL 35 RADOM PISTOL by Iapin. Small
format, soft cover, B&W photos and 95 pages. Includes
translation of the original Polish Military manuals. VGC
329

326 - WINCHESTER & COLT COMMEMORATIVES
Circa 1984 Commemorative Set containing a Winchester 94
carbine and Colt Peacemaker single action Revolver. The
Winchester 94 has a 20” 44.40cal round barrel and is Gold
etched with Winchester logo, factory exterior and foliage
designs. The receiver is etched also in gold with the Winchester cowboy and WC. Metalwork retains all bright blue
and case colours on the lever. ExC deluxe walnut chequered
stock with only a slight bubble to the clear coat by the butt
plate. The Colt is also in 44.40cal and has a 7 1/2” barrel
also gold etched with foliage designs, Colt logo and factory.
The black powder frame is case hardened and the cylinder
is also gold etched WC and Colt rampant horse logo. Metalwork retains all bright blue and case colours with just slight
staining on the white finished hammer. ExC original grips
with etched Colt signature on the back strap. Contained in
its original oak display case with red velvet lining and Colt
and Winchester medals. ExWO&C CLR Est $5,000 - $6,000

334 - MANUHRIN .22 PISTOL
A seldom seen target variant of the Walther PP Pistol built
under license by French company Manuhrin. 6” .22lr cal
barrel with threaded end. The slide with original target sights
and Manuhrin address. Metalwork with near all original finish thinning slightly at the muzzle edges and grip strap. ExC
original target grips with original magazine. VG-ExWO&C
B/CLR

338

327

335 - POWDER KEG
Victorian Maori Wars period black powder wooden keg.
One of the metal bands is missing. F-GC

327 - BROWNING GOLD CLASSIC PISTOL
Limited Edition No. 297 of 500 produced Browning Arms
Company Gold Classic model Hi Power 9mm pistol, circa
1984-86. Features a special silver grey finish and extensively engraved with foliage and animal designs. The top of
the slide with gold bust of John Browning as well as Eagle and Bobcat scene. The top is also gold inlayed, Eagles
heads on both sides of the slide as well as the banner logos
BROWNING GOLD CLASSIC & 297 OF 500 (actual
production figures were only 350). The slide is also marked
MADE IN BELGIUM ETC as well as Utah address on the
other side and marked with the engravers name A POES
LAROTTE. Metalwork retains near all original finish. ExC
original ornate wooden grip. Includes its wooden presentation box. ExWO&C B/CLR
328 - BROWNING CLASSIC PISTOL
Factory Limited Edition Browning Classic model of the
9mm Hi Power pistol circa1984-86. Features a special grey/
silver finish and extensivley engraved. The top of the slide
features a bust of John Browning as well as Eagle and Bobcat scene and foliage scrolls, Eagle heads, BROWNING
CLASSIC and ONE OF FIVE THOUSAND BANNERS
(actual production figures were less than 2500 made). The
slide is marked with Utah address and made in Belgium etc.
as well as signed by the engraver P Dziewa. Metalwork retains near all original finish. ExC original deluxe wooden
grips and contained in its wooden display box. ExWO&C
B/CLR

333 - WALTHER P38 PISTOL
Post war semi auto pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel, slide with
original sights and marked P38 with Ulm address and banner logo. Alloy frame with crossed out PN. Metalwork with
most original finish thinning on the edges and grip. VGC
original black plastic chequered grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

336 - AMMO CHEST
Victorian Maori Wars period wooden ammo chest. Measures 38x28x22cm. Has been converted to Administration
Officers strong box with iron reinforcement. VGC

328

337 - VICTORIAN MESS KIT
Pattern 1874 NZ Soldiers canteen set including the cup and
fry pan. Dark original patina. VGC
330

339 - CRIMEAN WAR PRINT
Military print of a Lady Butler print entitiled The Roll Call
Creimea 1854-5. B&W with wooden frame. Measures
93x62cm. GC

331

340 - CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE PRINT
Military Lady Butler print from the Crimean War period.
Entitled Balaclava, The Return 25th October 1854 “The
Charge of the Six Hundred”. B&W in wooden and glass
frame measures 88x82.5cm. GC

332

329 - BROWNING SUPERPOSED SHOTGUN
A very fine example of Browning 12g superimposed model
shotgun, circa 1951. 30” Ventilated rib barrels with full
chokes and retaining near all original blue finish. The action finished in the white and is fully engraved with Cock
and Pheasants and foliage scrolls. Signed by Felix Funken
(master engraver at FN 1926-1960). Tang with 3 position
selector and also engraved, as is the underside of the gun.
ExC deluxe walnut stock with original enbossed Browning
butt plate. ExWO&C ALR

341 - LONDON COLT NAVY REVOLVER
Colt London factory model 1851 Navy .36 cal Percussion
single action revolver, circa 1854. 7 1/2” Octagonal barrel
marked - ADDRESS COL. COLT LONDON - and London
proofs on the flats. The right hand side has been stamped
with a W on one side (this revolver was proportedly found in
the Waihi Police Station during renovations). The cylinder
with faint scene and London proof marks. Metalwork has
all over dulling blue including the hammer and lever. The
frame is marked COLT PATENT and there is a large 36N
marked on the triggerguard. All external serial numbers are
matching. The grips have been refinished some time past.
Contained in a contemporary case with original cold dixon
flash, Colt patent mould, rod, eley cap tin, modern nipple
key and oil bottle. VGWO&C NLR Est. $6,000 - $7,000

333

334

330 - DESERT EAGLE PISTOL
Isreali made gas operated semi auto pistol. 6” .357 cal Barrel, slide with original fixed sights and marked IMI made in
Israel. Metalwork retains near all original matte black finish.
ExC original grips. Includes original box with cleaning kit,
manual and extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

336

335

338 - PATTERN 1853 SWORD
British Military Cavalry P1853 sword as introduced for the
Crimean War. 86cm with single fullers each side to within
26cm of the point. GC iron guard and grip shows wear.
VGC
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342 - LONDON COLT NAVY REVOLVER
Antique .36 cal percussion Colt Single Action Revolver,
circa 1854. 7 1/2” Octagonal barrel marked -ADDRESS
COL COLT LONDON- and London proof marks on the flat
as well as each chamber on the cylinder. The frame marked
COLTS PATENT. All serial numbers are matching (there
has been a repair to the original wedge). Metalwork has
dark original patina with traces of original finish and faint
cylinder scene and some bruising. Iron back strap and VGC
original grips. VGWO&C NLR
343 - COLT 1849 POCKET REVOLVER
Antique circa 1854 Colt .31 cal single action percussion revolver. 6” Octagonal barrel marked with two line address
ADDRESS SAML COLT NEW YORK CITY. The frame is
marked COLTS PATENT. All serial numbers are matching
including the wedge which is missing the spring and screw.
Metalwork has dark patina with scattered pitting all over the
gun. Slight traces of stagecoach cylinder scene. Brass trigger guard and back strap retain some of the original plating.
VGC original grips. Mainspring at fault. FC NLR

350 - MERWIN & HULBERT 1st MOD REVOLVER
Rare US Antique first model single action revolver, circa
1876. 7” 44 M&H cal barrel marked with address and patent info. Metalwork retains most of its original nickel plated
finish. ExC original brown wood grain hard rubber grips
complete with lanyard ring. Missing the small barrel release
button (but still works). Correct early round shaped flutes
on the cylinders. A very rare gun with only a few thousand
made and uses a very unique barrel removing and loading
technique. VG-ExWO&C CLR

342

343

345

344

344 - REMINGTON 1841 RIFLE
A rare and seldom offered for sale US Military model 1841
‘Mississippi’ model percussion rifle. 33” .54 cal barrel with
original sights. The lockplate is marked US 1852 at the rear
and REMINGTONS HERKIMER NY. Metalwork has nice
original white metal finish with slight staining. ExC original
woodwork with twin cartouches above the trigger with brass
furniture complete with steel swivels and brass tipped rod.
The butt plate is also marked US and inspectors stamp on
the butt plate. These were used heavily in the early parts of
the US civil war. ExWO&C NLR
345 - CHASSEPOT RIFLE
French Military Fusil model 1866 bolt action needle fire
rifle. 32” 11mm cal barrel with original sights. Chamber
marked with Chassepot eagle. Metalwork retains near all
original blue thinning on parts of the barrel. ExC original
woodwork complete with swivels and rod also included is
its original bayonet complete with scabbard. Hard to find
better. ExWO&C ALR
346 - PATTERN 53 RIFLE
NZ Military Maori Wars period 3 band Enfield rifle. 38
1/2” .577 cal barrel with proof/ordnance marks and original sights. The lock plate with Victorian cypher and 1856
TOWER marks. Metalwork with grey to dark original patina. ExC woodwork with brass furniture and the butt tang
marked V D II.14 29 (Durham 14th Rifle Volunteers). Complete with its correct bulged stern type rod, numbered to the
gun. ExWO&C NLR
347 - CALISHER & TERRY P53 RIFLE
NZ Military issue 3 band Enfield .577 cal percussion rifle
with original sight and ordnance marks. The lockplate is
marked TOWER 1864 and without the cypher. Metalwork
has commercial all over blued finish to all parts. VGC stock
with brass furniture and steel rods. The butt plate is marked
H NZ 921. The stock with Birmingham 1864 and Calisher
& Terry cartouches. Most likely part of a contract rifle to fill
NZ requirements during the Maori Wars. ExWO&C NLR
348 - REMINGTON DERRINGER
Antique US Remington .41 rimfire cal double barrel derringer. 3” Barrels marked on top REMINGTON ARMS CO
ILION N.Y. Metalwork retains nearly all its original nickel
plated finish just thinning on the back strap, good fire blue
to the extractor and locking lever. ExC original hard rubber
grips. ExWO&C CLR
349 - REMINGTON SMOOT REVOLVER
US Remington New line NO3 single action revolver, circa
1875-1888. 3 3/4” Octagonal barrel in .38CF cal. Top marked
E REMINGTON & SONS, ILION.NY.PAT.W.S.SMOOT
OCT21, 1873. Metalwork retains nearly all its original
nickel plated finish with slight wear around the front of
the chambers and above the original hard rubber grips.
ExWO&C CLR

351 - MERWIN & HULBERT REVOLVER
Rare US Merwin & Hulbert first model single action revolver, circa 1876-1880. 7” 44 M&H cal barrel with traces
of the address. Early cylinder with round flutes. Metalwork
has dark brown/grey patina with traces of the nickel finish
to the trigger guard, sight and flutes. Birds head model grip
with original wooden grips. Unique barrel release/loading
system makes this an unusual collectable cowboy era gun.
F-GWO&C CLR

346

352 - S&W RUSSIAN REVOLVER
A Russian manufactured under license Smith & Wesson
No3 Russian model single action revolver. 6 1/2” 44 Russian cal barrel marked in Cyrillic (Imperial Tula Weapons
Factory 1889) and inspectors mark. Metalwork has grey
metal finish with speckles of blue. Action is at fault and fails
to index. VGC original grips with lanyard ring. GC CLR
353 - WINCHESTER 45-75 MOULD
Original Winchester bullet mould. Marked MANUFACTURED BY THE WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS
CO etc and 45-75. Retains near all original blue finish and
ExC original wooden handles. ExC

347

354 - WINCHESTER .22 MOULD
Original Winchester .22 WCF bullet mould marked MANUFACTURED BY THE WINCHESTER REPEATING
ARMS CO etc and 22 WCF. Retains near all original blue
finish and ExC original wooden handles. ExC

348

355 - COLT DOWNUNDER BOOK
Col Colt Downunder by Hughes & Rapley. Hard cover,
large format, colour photos, 250 pages. Covering early Colts
in NZ and Australia. NEW

349

353

356 - COLT ACCOUTREMENTS BOOK
The History & Identification of Colt Accoutrements 18341911 by Rapley. Hard cover, large format, colour photos,
255 pages with great detail for the Colt collector. NEW
357 - DOMINION COLLECTORS AMMO
Vintage packets of Canadian Dominion Super-Clean brand
.32 long ammunition. Packet is full but the tabs have torn
off box and a small stain. Plus a similar packet of .25 long
Stevens with tape repair and felt 45 on the side. FC ALR

350

351

352

358

358 - MAUSER BROOM HANDLE PISTOL
WWI Imperial German Army issue Mauser C96 7.63mm
cal pistol. 5 1/2” Barrel marked with Imperial commercial
proof and Army acceptance mark and the chamber with
Obenforf address, also on the frame. Metalwork with most
original dulling blue finish and thinning holster wear on the
leading edges and nice fire blue to the small parts. The inside grip strap is marked with German Unit mark 95 R.2
KJ.55 (95th Infantry). VGC original wooden grips complete
with lanyard ring. The top and bottom halves of this gun are
mismatched but are in close proximity, 370072 top and
370924, and both parts show identical wear patterns. This
gun was mostly mismatched in the field or factory in our
opinion. Complete with correct original but not matching
number shoulder stock and leather work. The leather is
marked with HOFFMAN 1916 logo and includes original
rod. According to Jan Still unit marked C96’s are extremely
rare and this is the first we have had for sale making this a
unique oppurtunity for the Mauser collector. VG-ExWO&C
CLR

17
359 - MAUSER SCHNELLFEUER PISTOL
German model 712 selective fire machine pistol. 5 1/2”
7.63mm cal barrel with Obendorf address and English and
German proofs. The frame with Chinese markings (Export
to China) plus banner logo and address. Metalwork has all
over dull blue finish with some speckling above the grips
and on the rail. GC original grips. Includes its 10R original
banner marked magazine with some pin pricking. GWO&C
CLR

359

360 - MAUSER HSC PISTOL
WWII Nazi German .32ACP cal semi auto pistol. 3 1/4”
Barrel, slide with banner logo and Obendorf address etc,
plus proof mark and late type without swamping in the sight
groove. Frame marked with 135 Waffen-amt plus Nitro Nazi
proof and a small hard to make out circular test proof mark
on the front right hand side of the trigger guard. Metalwork
has most typical late war finish and VGC original grips.
Includes its correct Nazi marked leather holster with extra
magazine. ExWO&C CLR

370 - NO4 RIFLE
British Military SMLE .303 cal bolt action rifle. 25” Barrel with original sights fitted with protector. Action marked
NO4 MK2 (F) and dated 6/50. Metalwork with most original Military paint type finish. GC woodwork with parade
clear lacquer finish and brass butt plate. Complete with
sling. VGWO&C ALR

360

361 - MAUSER 1910 PISTOL
German .25 automatic cal pistol. 3” Barrel, slide with Obendorf address, serial number and Imperial German Commercial proofs. Metalwork with most original blue. ExC original grips. A popular German WWI private purchase pistol.
VG-ExWO&C CLR

371 - NO4 BARREL
SMLE No4 .303 cal barrel. In original, unopened, stores
grease paper, presumed VG-ExC

361

369

370
362

363

375

365 - LUGER AMMO
Two original WWII German Luger ammo packets each containing 16R of ammo, 1939 dates. FC ALR
366 - HI POWER BARREL
Replacement barrel for the FN 9mm pistol. VGC

368 - NZ P14 RIFLE
A seldom seen WWI period NZ Military marked pattern 14
Enfield 303 cal bolt action rifle. 22” Barrel with original
sights and bayonet lug. Chamber marked with Winchester
prefix, broad arrow and NZ marking on the side. Ordnance
markings also on the receiver. Metalwork with near all original finish, bolt matching to the rifle. ExC original woodwork complete with swivels and brass disc marked N arrow
Z 3 17 24. Nice clear stock cartouches N arrow Z IW in
circle and PAT 14. Hard to find a better example. ExWO&C
ALR

367

373

376

377

378
368

374 - NO7 BAYONET
SMLE No4 blade bayonet. 20 1/2cm Blade in the white
marked NO7 MKI/L and with black plastic handle and steel
scabbard. VGC
375 - SA-80 BAYONET
British Military issue bayonet for the semi auto rifle. 18
1/2cm Blade with matte grey finish and tubular handle. Includes its original broad arrow marked Nylon and polymer
scabbard. ExC

372

364 - 30 MAUSER AMMO
Vintage Remington UMC packet of 7.63mm .30 Mauser.
Contains 20R in two charging clips. VGC ALR

367 - LEE-METFORD RIFLE
Rare British Military .303cal Lee-Metford MKI* bolt action
rifle. 30.2” Barrel with two piece nose cap and band with
cleaning rod. Rear sight graduated to 1700 yards. The chamber and wrist marked with several ordnance marks and also
Victorian Cypher ENFIELD 1891 I* (1891 dates signafies
modification from I to I*). Metalwork with nice original blue
finish. VGC original woodwork with lobbing sight, brass
marking disc marked 3 1894 8 9. Also with cartouche and
steel butt plate with trap and brass plug. A rare rifle for the
advanced British Military collector. ExWO&C ALR

372 - CRUCIFORM BAYONET
WWII rare Cruciform bladed spike bayonet for the SMLE
or Sten Gun. 20cm Blade, base marked G M R No4 MKI
SM. Retains near all original blue. Includes steel scabbard.
ExC
373 - JUNGLE CARBINE BAYONOET
Knife bayonet for the NO5 bayonet and also fits Sterling.
20cm Blade wooden grips and steel scabbard. VGC

362 - ORTGIES .25 PISTOL
German Ortgies model 1920 semi auto pistol. 2 3/4” .25ACP
cal barrel, slide with Erfurt address and Weimar commercial
proofs. Metalwork with near all original finish and ExC
original grips. ExWO&C CLR
363 - ORTGIES .32 PISTOL
German Ortgies Patent M1920 .32 AUTO cal semi auto
pistol. 3 1/2” Barrel, slide with Erfurt address and Weimar
period proof marks. Metalwork has most original finish
thinning on the edges. ExC original grips. VGWO&C CLR

369 - LONG TOM RIFLE
British/NZ Military Long Tom 303 cal rifle. 25” Barrel with
correct sights and bayonet lug. Receiver fitted with Weaver
Sniper style period scope, base marked FIELD INSTRUMENTS CO MELBOURNE AUS. Metalwork with most
original finishes. Wrist marked BSA. VGC woodwork with
NZ marked brass butt plate. VGWO&C ALR

376 - SIG 543 CARBINE
Swiss, circa 1970/80’s .223 cal select fire carbine. 13” Barrel
including flash hider and original sights on the gas tube and
receiver, the receiver is marked with SIG logo and SG543.
Four postition selector switch - safe, semi, three shot burst
and full auto. Metalwork with most original dark green/grey
finish. VGC original green synthetic pistol grip and forend
and steel folding skeleton stock. VGWO&C CLR
377 - CROATIAN UZI S.M.G
A Croation Uzi carbine built under license by Strojnica ERA
during the Yugoslav War. 10” 9mm cal barrel, the stamped
receiver with original sights and marked only with the serial
number. The three postitions are marked R P & Z for full,
semi and safe. Metalwork retains near all original dark black
finish. ExC black plastic furniture and 32R magazine. In as
new ExWO&C CLR
378 - UZI S.M.G
An Isreali Military Submachine Gun. 10” 9mm cal barrel,
the receiver with original sights and marked with Isreali
crest and Hebrew markings for the 3 position selector (safe,
semi and full automatic). Metalwork has near parkerised
and blue finish which is thinning on the edges. Original
black plastic grips and steel underfolding stock. Includes its
25R magazine. VGWO&C CLR
379 - STERLING S.M.G
British 9mm cal S.M.G. 8” Barrel with ventilated shroud
and bayonet lug and original sights. The magazine well is
marked STERLING S.M.G 9MM MK4 L2A3 and the underside with 06 rack number in white paint. Metalwork with
most overall chipping black paint finish. Three postition
selector and original black plastic grips and underfolding
stock. GWO&C CLR

379

18
380 - UZI MAGAZINE
32R 9mm magazine for the Uzi carbine. Parkerised finish in
unissued as new ExC.
381 - STERLING MAGAZINE
34R magazine for the 9mm S.M.G. ExC

390

382 - STERLING SLING
British Military marked and dated 1959. Original green
webbing sling with brass attachments or the 9mm S.M.G.
In as issued ExC.
383 - RICHARDS FLINTLOCK FOWLING PIECE
A nice quality single barrel Flintlock Fowling Gun, circa
early 1800’s. 33” Octagonal to round 12 bore barrel marked
on the underside stubs fine twisted and with both Birmingham and London proof marks. The breech with gold band
and touch hole and foliage engraving. The lock plate is borderline engraved as well as bird scene engraving and marked
Jos Richards, the cock is also engraved. Metalwork has fading case colours to the lock plate, frizen, waterproof pan
and butt plate. The barrel with dark original patina. VGC
original stock with chequered wrist, raised cheek piece and
engraved steel furniture extending to pinaple finial and with
ebony tipped forend and silver estcucheon. Complete with
ram rod. VGWO&C NLR

385

391 - POWDER HORNS ETC
Three decorative, most likely Arabic, small powder horns.
One with spring top plus a small wooden and brass flask.
GC
392 - THREE GUN BOOKS
All hard cover, small format : Gun Collecting by Boothroyd,
Antique Weapons and Armour by Wilkinson - Latham and
Complete Encyclopedia of Antique Weapons by Hartnik.
GC

383

393 - FLINTLOCK PISTOL LOCK
Antique European pistol lock. All complete with cock, frizen and spring, without a name. Dull polished steel finish.
VGWO&C NLR
394 - ANTIQUE RELOADING TOOLS
English 12g bench mount roll crimping tool. Green painted with Ebony handles, plus a French 20g roll crimp tool
marked Brevette S.G.P.G over 20 and stars. Retains most
gold painted finish and box wood handles. VG-ExC
395 - AMERICAN EAGLE LUGER
An extremely rare and seldom seen first model American
Eagle Luger pistol manufactured for export by DWM to
USA. 4 3/4” .30 Luger cal barrel with saw tooth sight and
marked with the serial number. The chamber is marked
with US Eagle. The dish toggle with toggle block is marked
DWM. The frame is marked with the full serial number
190** and GERMANY and fitted with grip safety. Metalwork retains near all original blue and straw colours. ExC
original grips and magazine. This is a very fine example
of a scarce 114 year old pistol for the advanced collector.
ExWO&C CLR Est. $8,000 - $10,000

386

385 - TATHAM FLINTLOCK MILITARY PISTOLS
A very rare pair of British Military New Land pattern pistols, circa 1800. All brass construction including the step
tailed lock, most likely for sea service. 9” .650 cal barrels
with captive rammers, ordnance and proof marks as well as
H TATHAM LONDON which is also marked on the lock
plates. Brass with good original patina. VGC original woodwork with deeply carved rack number and ordnance marks
also on the butts. A unique pair for the discerning Military
collector. VGWO&C NLR Est. $5,500 - $7,500

387

395

396 - 1918 ARTILLERY LUGER PISTOL
WWI Imperial German LP08 9mm pistol. 8” 9mm cal barrel with original sights, Army acceptance mark and serial
number. Chamber dated 1918 and imperial proofs and acceptance marks on the right hand side. The toggle marked
DWM. Metalwork retains most orignal finish with holster
wear and mild pin pricking to a small section of the barrel
and side plate. Faint straw colours to the small parts. VGC
original grips. All serial numbers except the extractor are
matching but the magazine matches which seldom occurs
with Lugers. VGWO&C B/CLR

388

387 - PERCUSSION HOWDAH PISTOL
Double barrel percussion pistol by John Blisset, circa 184060’s. 4.9” .67cal (16 bore) damascus barrels marked JOHN
BLISSETT 316 HIGH HOLBORN LONDON, marked underneath with London proof marks and a single gold band at
the breech. The back action locks are engraved and marked
J. BLISSETT. Metalwork with some pin pricking around the
nipples and muzzle and with aged rebrown. Traces of finish
to the locks and hammer. VGC original chequered one piece
stock with steel mounts and percussion cap trap in the butt.
Complete with original brass tipped rod. VGWO&C NLR
388 - OSBORNE PERCUSSION SHOTGUN
Percussion Double Barrel Fowling piece by Charles Osborne, circa 1860’s. 30” Damascus browned 10 bore barrels
with Birmingham proof marks. The ram rod guide that holds
the cross pin has come away from the barrel but is present,
lockplates are marked CHS OSBORNE & engraved, actions
are strong. Most overall brown finish to the bands & dark
patina to the metalwork. GC original woodwork with some
chipping where the forend meets the barrel. A nice decorative & collectable gun from a great maker. GWO&C NLR

390 - POWDER HORN
Antique powder horn with copper top and base, 30cm overall height. ExC

384

384 - FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS
Antique Irish Flintlock Blunderbuss, circa 1780’s. 15 1/2”
Steel barrel with approx 1” bore diameter at the muzzle. The
barrel is marked with Birmingham proof marks and SLIGO
(Coastal Seaport & County in Ireland). Steel lock plate is
marked Irwin. the action with roller frizen is strong. Metalwork has dark original brown patina. Woodwork with some
dings and chips to the finish and with early style brass trigger guard with acorn finial. VGWO&C NLR

386 - FRENCH PERCUSSION PISTOLS
A pair of French Officers/travelling type pistols by Carlat,
circa 1820. 7” Octagonal swamped steel barrels in approx
.65cal and with twin gold bands at the breech. The locks
are converted from flint to percussion and marked Carlat
a Coulon. Metalwork with grey to dark patina. Walnut one
piece stocks with steel mounts with decorative pineaple
finials and wing shaped backing plates to the lock. Includes
original horn tipped rods. VGWO&C NLR

389 - NEWTON PERCUSSION SHOTGUN
Double Barrel Fowler by Thomas Newton, circa 1860’s. 33”
12 Bore barrels marked Newton London and the rib starting to lift at the breech. Engraved lock plates and hammers.
Metalwork with some areas of pin pricking. GC woodwork.
FWO&C NLR

397
396

398

397 - 1917 ARTILLERY LUGER PISTOL
WWI Imperial German LP08 9mm Pistol. 8” Barrel with
original sights, Army acceptance mark and serial number.
Chamber dated 1917 and toggle marked DWM and with
Army acceptance and proof marks on the side. All external
serial numbers are matching but the side plate is a well made
replacement. Metalwork retains near all original blue and
traces of straw colours. Original grips with small chip by the
safety. Missing magazine otherwise G-VGWO&C B/CLR
398 - WWII LUGER PISTOL
Nazi German 9mm Pistol. 4” 9mm Barrel with original
sights and marked with serial number and Nazi proof. The
chamber is dated 41 and with 655 Waffen amt and test fire
proof on the side. Toggle marked byf (Mauser code) and
frame marked P.08. All external numbers are matching except the sideplate. Metalwork has a total grey metal finish.
Wooden grips show lots of wear. A relatively uncommon
Luger that could be easily refreshed. Missing magazine otherwise GWO&C B/CLR

19
399 - ARTILLERY LUGER STOCK AND HOLSTER
Seldom offered for sale, original Imperial German shoulder
stock and holster for the LP06 Pistol. The wooden stock is
marked with Imperial inspection stamp and has typical minor dings to the outside surface. The brown leather holster
is marked SATTLERINHUNG EISLEBEN 1915. The inside of the flap is stamped with depot and unit marking. The
holster is in ExC with only slight scuffing. Complete with
original leather boot and shoulder straps with leather keepers and steel studs. A nice holster and stock to complete your
artillery Luger. ExC

409 - WINCHESTER 94 RIFLE
US lever action rifle, circa 1955. 20” 32-20 cal round barrel
with original sights and full length magazine tube, marked
with New Haven address, logo and calibre, plus WP marks
on both the barrel and the frame above the chamber. Metalwork has near all original blue thinning on the leading edges. VGC original walnut stock with original steel chequered
butt plate. VG-ExWO&C ALR

399

410 - SAVAGE 99 RIFLE
A very fine example of a circa 1953 vintage Savage Featherweight deluxe model 99 lever action rifle. 24” 300 Savage
caliber barrel with original sights and marked with Chicopee falls address and cal. The chamber marked SAVAGE
MODEL 99. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue
to the frame and barrel. The lever and magazine rotor retain
nearly all bright case colour finish. ExC deluxe chequered
pistol grip stock with original steel butt plate shows only a
few minor handling marks. The inside and outside of this
gun show very little if any use and this is the best example
we have ever seen. Includes a period packet of ammunition.
ExWO&C ALR

409

400 - SNAIL DRUM LOADING TOOL
A extremely rare and desirable WWI Imperial German
Army Berlin model loading tool for the Luger Snail Drum
magazine. 3” Body which has been correctly shortened
for use with the MP18. The body is marked with correct
Crown/P acceptance mark and the arm is marked with the 3
hexagon logo of Berlin Company A.E.G. Genuine loading
tools are extremely hard to find and particularly Berlin tools
and drums due to the low production and survival rates in
the battle field. A unique opportunity for the advanced Luger
collector. VGWO&C

401

401 - LUGER SNAIL DRUM MAGAZINE
A very rare Imperial German first Berlin model 32R Snail
Drum magazine for the LP08 Artillery model pistol. The
drum is marked with number 15650 and the tripple hexagon trade mark for Berlin Company A.E.G. Also marked
with the loading numbers 12 17 22 27 & 32 and the serial
number on the back. Correct Crown/P acceptance mark on
the magazine column. Early square reinforcing bracket and
telescopic handle. GWO&C

400
410

402 - WWI LUGER HOLSTER
Brown leather hard shell holster for the P08 Pistol. The back
marked with acceptance mark and inside HOH MANN &
SOHN 1918 & Bavarian Unit mark. ExC

412 - MARLIN BALLARD RIFLE
Antique Marlin No2 single shot sporting rifle, circa 187691. 30” Octagonal 38-55cal barrel which is an old replacement which is common with these rifles. Left hand side
of the action is marked MARLIN FIREARMS CO NEW
HAVEN CT USA BALLARDS PATENT NOV 5 1861. The
tang is fitted with Lyman sight. Metalwork has most blue
to the barrel and dark patina to the frame. VGC woodwork
with pronged off hand style brass butt plate. VGWO&C
ALR

403 - LUGER GRIPS
WWI Period original wooden grips for the Luger pistol. One
grip marked with last two digits of serial number. VGC
404 - LUGER GRIPS
Pair of original WWI period wooden P08 pistol grips. Ordnance marked and last two digits of serial numbers. Mismatched but with similar finishes. VGC
405 - MAUSER LUGER BOOK
The Mauser Parabellum 1930-1946 - Analysis of a Million
Luger Pistols by Hallock & Van de Kant. This massive hard
cover book is a numbered signed limited edition of only
1090 (now out of print). 700 pages covering the full history
of Mauser the move from DWM, foreign contracts through
German Army Navy and Police firearms right through to
French production after the war, plus tools and accessories
with 900 pictures this is a book for the serious collector.
NEW
406 - LUGERS AT RANDOM BOOK
This classic book by Kenyonn is a must have for the Luger
collector and long out of print. 2008 reprinted edition, 416
pages, hard cover with lots of B&W photos. Rip to the dust
jacket otherwise ExC.
407 - THREE LUGER BOOKS
The Luger Pistol - It’s History and Development from 18931945 by Datig. First edition 1955 plus two handbooks. The
Luger handbook by Davis and The P08 Luger manual and
stripping guide. GC
408 - ARTILLERY HOLSTER BOOT
A well made reproduction replacement leather boot for the
LP08 Luger Pistol. Fits on the base of the stock and holster.
ExC

411 - MARLIN MODEL 1893 RIFLE
Antique US Marlin M1893 lever action rifle, circa 1896. 26”
Octagonal .32-40 cal barrel with full length magazine and
correct Rocky Mountain knife edge foresight and rear sight.
The barrel marked MARLIN FIRE-ARMS CO NEW-HAVEN, Ct. U.S.A. and patent info ending 1893. Also marked
on the left hand side SPECIAL SMOKELESS STEEL. The
frame is marked MARLIN SAFETY and the tang MODEL
1893. The metalwork retains near all bright blue to the right
hand side and top of the gun but the left hand side retains
near all blue but is starting to bubble. ExC woodwork with
only a few minor dings and near all bright blue to the crescent shape butt plate. VGWO&C ALR

412

411

413 - GERMAN TARGET RIFLE
Single shot Schutzen .32-40 cal falling block target rifle.
29 1/2” Heavy barrel with apperture sight and four tapped
holes. The action with twin set triggers is fully engraved and
marked SYST AYDT, rear fitted with diopter target sight.
Metalwork retains most blue to the barrel. ExC chequered
woodwork with cheek piece and steel butt plate. Includes
RCBS dies, 90R of reloaded ammo and the action key.
ExWO&C ALR
414 - WWI WOUND BADGES
Silver naval type plus black Army type. VGC

413

415 - IRON CROSS
Imperial German WWI 1914 1st Class Iron Cross. Pin back
type marked G, makers mark on the pin and 935 silver mark,
43x43mm and 20g. VGC

417

416 - NAVAL OBSERVORS BADGE
WWI German Naval Observors award. Solid silver with
gold gilding which is showing wear to the highlights. Back
with thin round pin and two hooks. Marked 935, measures
68x45mm, 45g. VGC
417 - WWI PRUSSIAN PILOTS BADGE
Imperial German 1914 Prussian Retired Pilot badge. Awarded to retired or disabled pilots during The Great War. Measures 45x71mm, 45g and is constructed of silver and hall
marked 925. ExC
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418 - PRUSSIAN PILOT AWARD
WWI German Prussian Naval Land Pilot Prinzen award.
50x32mm, 15g. VGC

434

419 - LEGION CONDOR TANK BADGE
Rare German tank award. Hollow back with round pin.
Wreath with skull and cross, measures 60x55mm, 20g. VGC
420 - CASED PARATROOPERS BADGE
WWII Nazi Paratroopers award in case. Eagle and Swastika in gilt with blackened wreath, the back is inscribed Fallschirm - Jnf - Rgt.1.1 of W - W. Rohrbach - 24. Round
type pin measures 43x54mm. Contained in its blue velvet
and silk box with the wording fallschirnehutzen Abzeichen.
VGC

432 - SKS LARGE MAGAZINES
Two polymer 30R magazines to work in the SKS rifle, includes a small polymer adaptor and screw. GC

419

433 - M14 MAGAZINE
20 Shot steel magazine for the US 308 cal rifle. Near all
parkerised finish. ExC
434 - SOPER PATENT CARBINE
Rare and unusual antique William Soper patent breech loading single shot carbine. 24 5/8” .450 cal barrel with original
sights, London proof marks and marked with retailer R.B.
RODDA ----- London and Calcutta. Left hand side of the
action is marked W SOPER PATENTEE READING. The
action and side lever is foliate engraved and with a bear. Action is opened with the combination of a lever in the trigger
and side of the gun. Metalwork with most overall blue. ExC
one piece pistol grip stock with chequered wrist and forend.
VG-ExWO&C ALR

425

421 - SS 8 YEAR MEDAL
WWII Nazi German SS 8 Year bronze medal. Front with
Swastika, wreath and runes. The back with No8 and motto
- FUR TREUE DIENSTE IN DER SS. Background is correctly pebbled and the detail is very sharp. VGC
422 - SS 25 YEAR BADGE
WWII Nazi German SS 25 Year Service badge. Gold colour
on the badge and dark copper colour on the hanger. Runes
and wreath on the front and the back FUR TRUE DIESTE
IN DER and runes. VGC

435 - CASED PINFIRE RIFLE
A very fine high grade antique double rifle by Henry Adkins,
circa 1860’s. 30” .577 pinfire caliber rifled barrel with damascus twist and fitted with six flip up leaf sights graduated
to 500 yards. Marked with makers details H ADKIN MAKER BEDFORD and with foliage engraving. The sidelock
action is marked H ADKIN under the sliding safeties and is
fully engraved with foliage design and deer and is also engraved on both the top and bottom of the action which uses
the Henry Jones patent under lever and is London proved on
the inside. Metalwork retains most brown to the barrels with
a small section of pin pricking on one of the barrels towards
the breech. The hammers, lever and triggerguard have most
blued finish and case colours to the action. ExC woodwork
with white steel butt plate. Contained in its mahogany green
baize lined case with bullet mould and reloading tools,
pewter oil bottle, spring clamp, turn screws, rod and modern made cartridges. A nice quality big game rifle for the
discerning collector. ExWO&C NLR Est. $5,000 - $7,000

426

423 - AUXILLARY CRUISER AWARD
WWII German late war two piece Kriegsmarine award.
Most gilt to the wreath and eagle. Flat pin. 58x42, 30g. VGC
424 - GERMAN PINS AND BADGES
Nazi National Youth stick pin with Swastika and small
badge without Swastika. Plus silver and bronze DLRG stick
pins. VGC

427

425 - TYPE 56 RIFLE
Chinese Norinco semi auto 7.62x39 cal variant of the AK47.
16” Barrel with original flash hider and bayonet lug and
sights. Receiver with Norinco markings and with near all
original blue. ExC brown synthetic furniture complete with
sling and 30R magazine. ExWO&C ELR
426 - AK47 RIFLE
European Communist block AK47 7.62x39 cal rifle. 16”
Barrel , receiver with original sights and is of the milled
type. There are several arsenal marks that are hard to make
out but one is KI13 in circle (possibly East German). Metalwork retains near all blue. VGC woodwork with chequered
pistol grip and includes 30R correct pattern magazine. The
gun has been modified to semi auto but was imported on a
C lincense so is sold as C category. It may be possible if the
gun is checked over by the police to be put on to E or possibly modified back to original. VGWO&C CLR
427 - SKS RIFLE
Chinese 7.62x39 cal semi auto rifle. 20” Barrel with bayonet
removed, but lug still present and with original sights. Receiver with Chinese Military arsenal marks. Metalwork with
dark original finish and matching numbered original stock
with plenty of typical dings. GWO&C ELR
428 - AK47 DRUM MAGAZINE
Chinese 75R drum to fit the 7.62x39 cal AK or 56S rifles
etc. Front open type for easy loading and with all original
blue and canvas carry pouch. ExC

436 - PINFIRE SHOTGUN
A nice quality Belgian double barrel pinfire shotgun. 31”
12g Pinfire barrels marked H B ROUGE tils a Liege and
with damascus twist. The back action lock with Dolphin
hammers and steel forend and trigger guard are fully engraved with foliate designs. Metalwork with grey patina
with traces of finish. GC woodwork. VGWO&C NLR

435

437 - HOLLIS & SON CAPE GUN
Nice quality English Hollis & Sons side by side hammer
cape gun. 28” 12g Barrel with .577/450 cal rifle barrel with
6 leaf sights and 1200 yard long range sight on the central
rib. Also marked I HOLLIS & SONS LONDON and proved
underneath. The action with borderline engraving and also
marked with makers name. Metalwork with thinning original blue. VGC chequered woodwork with small aged crack
in the forend that has been repaired. VGWO&C ALR

436

437

438 - COMBINATION GUN
A nice high quality European 16g over 9.3x53 cal Combination Hunting gun. 26 1/2” Barrels with original sights and
marked H SOMME RHALDER HARAU. The receiver with
4 power scope with German style reticle. Metalwork retains
near all blue to the barrel and the white action is engraved
with dear & fowl scene. ExC chequered walnut stock with
unique four round trap in the butt which is also engraved,
plus horn trigger guard. ExWO&C ALR

438

439

429 - AK47 MAGAZINE
30R 7.62x39 cal magazine to fit the AK47/56S rifles. Near
all original finish. ExC

439 - PERCUSSION WALKING STICK GUN
Antique percussion 12g walking stick shotgun with pop
out trigger. When the percussion hammer on the underside
is pulled down the trigger drops down. Retains most of its
original faux wood finish over the steel barrel. VGC original wooden handle. VGWO&C NLR

430 - AK47 MAGAZINE
30R 7.62x39 cal magazine. European type with rib on the
spine. Near all original finish. ExC
431 - VEPPER 12G MAG
5R Polymer mag for the AK based shotgun. ExC

440

440 - WALKING STICK SHOTGUN
Belgian 8mm walking stick shotgun. Barrel with original
nose cap and weaved cover. Polished action marked G
HANSSON PATENT and with wooden grip. ExWO&C
ALR
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441 - SJORGEN SHOTGUN
A rare and unique Danish semi automatic shotgun, circa
early 1900’s. 27” Barrel with full choke. The action marked
AUTOMAT SYSTEM SJORGEN PATENT and otherside
with makers details and crown. Metalwork retains near all
original blue with a couple of areas of minor staining. Original woodwork with a few minor dings etc. Hard to find and
in ExWO&C ALR

442

441

452 - GERMAN MG42 MACHINEGUN
WWII Nazi German machinegun and mount. 27” 8mm cal
barrel with ventilated shroud and sights. The receiver is
marked 1943 MG42 serial number and cra (code for Maget).
The feed cover is also code marked cof (Eickhorn) and with
Waffen amts which are also on top of the receiver. The serial
numbers for the receiver, stock and feed cover are matching.
VGC Bakelite grips. Fitted to a rare original WWII Lafette
mount with anti aircraft extension and 1943 dated with
Waffen amt marks. Also included is a drum magazine shell
catcher, maintanance tools in a 43 dated bag plus ammo tin
with some link. ExWO&C CLR Est. $10,000 - $12,000

443

442 - BAIKAL SHOTGUN
Russian MP153 semi auto 12g shotgun. 28” Barrel with
multi choke and 3” chamber. Metalwork retains near all
original finish and ExC woodwork. Includes magazine extension and five chokes. ExWO&C ALR

453 - GERMAN MG34 MACHINEGUN
WWII German 8mm cal machinegun. 28” Barrel with
flash hider, ventilated shroud and original sights, chamber marked dot 19?? (Brunn Czechoslovakia and looks to
be 1941) Gun marked with Waffen amts and three matching numbers on the receiver, chamber and feed cover. ExC
brown Bakelite grips and wooden butt stock complete with
bipod. ExWO&C CLR Est. $6,000 - $7,000

443 - SPANISH SHOTGUN
Sarasqueta brand Pioneer model 12g O/U shotgun. 27 1/2”
Barrels with improved cylinder and 3/4 choke. Twin trigger
action. Metalwork with near all original finish. ExC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR
444 - BSA SHOTGUN
English S/S 12g shotgun. 30” Barrels with full and half
chokes. Twin trigger action. Metalwork with most blue
worn but GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR

444
447

448

455 - MG34 YOKE
Anti aircraft yoke for the MG34, green paint finish. VGC

445 - WEBLEY TARGET LAUNCHER
Webley .22 blank cal Baked Bean can launcher. Marked
with Webley details. ExC

450

456 - MP40 SLING
Original leather sling for the German S.M.G. VGC

446 - CLAY BIRD LAUNCHER
Spring type hand launcher for shotgun clay shooting. Unused but with minor rust spotting. VGC
447 - POLICE BATON
Original NZ mounted Police hardwood batton. 70cm Overall length with turned handle. As used up until the 1950’s. A
rare item with excellent provenance. ExC

452

448 - ANTIQUE HANDCUFFS
Pair of interesting heavy Victorian Iron handcuffs. Much
corrosian but good patina and in working order with key.
GWO&C
449 - ANTIQUE HANDCUFFS
A pair of Victorian period Iron handcuffs. Faint markings on
both cuffs FR?G WARRANTE. Grey overall patina without
key. VGC

459 - NAGANT REVOLVER
Russian WWII model 1895 Gas Seal Revolver. 4 1/2” 7.62
Nagant cal barrel with original sights. Receiver with 1931
date and Tula arsenal mark. Metalwork with near all finish
and ExC chequered grips with lanyard ring. Complete with
holster, cleaning rod and lanyard strap. ExWO&C B/CLR

460

460 - TOKAREV TYPE 51 PISTOL
Soviet type 51 7.62x25 cal semi auto pistol. 4 1/2” Barrel, slide with original sights and fine serrations. Frame
with 1950 date and ordnance mark. Metalwork with near
all blue and ExC original black plastic Russian Star grips.
ExWO&C B/CLR

461

453

451 - MP40 SUBMACHINE GUN
WWII Nazi German 9mm cal S.M.G. 9 1/2” Barrel with
early muzzle nut and strengthening rib. The receiver is
marked MP40 fxo 41 (code mark for C.G. Hanenel Suhl)
All external numbers are matching and the gun is profusely
marked with Waffen amt number 37 and WaAA44. Metalwork has grey patina with traces of original finish and shows
bullet or shrapnel marks on the left hand side. Early type
magazine well without strengthening ribs and cocking handle with closed bolt lock. VGC brown Bakelite stock with
metal underfolding stock. Complete with original magazine. A nice original example with plenty of character. GVGWO&C CLR Est. $5,000 - $6,000

462

463

457 - MGZ 34 OPTIC
WWII German Lufette mount optic sight for the German
machine guns. The optic is a bit cloudy and with most dark
green paint. Marked KF cme and serial number. Includes the
metal carry case with faint makers code inside the lid. Also
includes the leather battery case which is clearly marked
1938, RhM218 and Waffen amt. Has cable but no battery.
GC
458 - MP40 MAGAZINE
Original WWII S.M.G magazine marked Kur 43 Waffen
amt and MP3840. VGC

459

450 - WALTHER P38 PISTOL
A rare early WWII Walther P38 9mm Pistol. 5” Barrel with
original sight. The slide marked P38 ac 40 (Walther 1940)
and serial number as well as 359 Waffen amts and eagle.
The frame and other small parts are also marked with the
same Waffen amt and ac on the trigger guard. All external
numbers are matching including the magazine and are in
the 9000A range. Metalwork retains most overall original
thinning blue with some holster wear to the barrel and slide.
ExC original brown Bakelite grips, ac40’s are one of the
hardest to find of the P38 series and are very desirable for
collectors. VGWO&C B/CLR

451

454 - GERMAN MG LINK
Three sections of 50R link for the MG34/42 with code
marks, one with Waffen amt. ExC

461 - SWEDISH 07 PISTOL
Browning 1907 Swedish Militry Pistol. 5” 9mm Browning
long cal barrel, slide with Husqvarna markings. Metalwork
with near all original Military matte finish ExC original hard
rubber grips with lanyard ring. ExWO&C B/CLR
462 - FRENCH 1935 PISTOL
French 7.65mm long cal semi auto pistol, circa 1940’s. 4”
Barrel, slide with fixed sights and marked M.A.C and MODELE 1935S M1 and cal, frame marked MAC-B. Metalwork
with most overall original finish thinning on the edges and
grip straps. Original hard rubber grips. ExWO&C CLR
463 - LAHTI PISTOL
Finish Valmet L-35 9mm semi auto pistol. 4 1/2” Barrel
with original sights. Top marked Valmet L-35 and without
cocking indicator. Metalwork retains most original blue but
thinning on the grips. VGC original brown plastic grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR
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464 - NAGANT REVOLVER
A Belgian 7.5mm cal Nagant Revolver. 4 1/2” Octagonal
barrel with Crown R & * B marks. Frame marked BREVET
NAGANT and also proved. Metalwork with most overall
blue thinning on areas of the gun. GC original wooden grips
with lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR
465 - TOKAREV MAGAZINE
Magazine for the Russian or Communist block 7.62 cal pistol, near all original blue. ExC

ties. Metalwork shows some minor wear with dark patina.
VGC original full length stocks with chequered grips, steel
mounts with pineaple finial. Contained in their original mahongany green baize lined case with Westley Richards New
Bond Street trade lable. Containing 13 bore pincer mould,
shell pattern flask and nipple key. The case and lining are in
ExC. VGWO&C NLR Est. $9,000 - $11,000

464

474 - ADAMS ARMY REVOLVER
Model 1872 .450 cal revolver which has been converted
sometime past to percussion by the back of the cylinder
machined out and nipples fixed in place and modification
to the hammer. 5.9” Octagonal barrel with Birmingham
proofs, which are also on the cylinder. Metalwork retains
most bright blue to the barrel and cylinder. Frame marked
with Adams logos. VGC one piece grip. VGC NLR

471

466 - FRENCH M1935 MAGAZINE
For the French 7.65 long cal pistol marked on the base 1935S. Most original finish. VGC
467 - H&K P7 MAGAZINES
Two magazines for the German 9mm ‘Squeeze Cocker’ P7
Pistol. ExC
468 - MP5 MAGAZINE
30R magazine for the German 9mm S.M.G. Near all blued
finish. VGC

472

475 - TRANSITIONAL REVOLVER
English percussion Transitional Revolver. 6” Octagonal to
round approx 80 bore .36 cal barrel, marked with retailers
name SHORT LONDON and with Birmingham proof marks
which are also on the cylinder. Action works well and with
small section of engraving. Metalwork has dark patina with
scattered pin pricking. Worn but original grips with crack at
the base and missing the butt trap lid. FWO&C NLR

473

469 - MP5 MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot. VGC

476 - 12 SHOT PINFIRE REVOLVER
Most likely European made Lefaucheux type pinfire revolver. 4” 7mm Pinfire cal barrel missing the front sight marked
with Birmingham proof marks which are also on the 12 cylinders and retailer RM BATE. Action with folding trigger
is borderline engraved and metalwork with dark patina and
traces of finish. GC one piece grip. Action is at fault as it
does not always index. GC NLR

470 - AIMPOINT H&K SCOPE
Aimpoint 2000 red dot fitted to H&K German Claw Mount
with Military rack number, presumed working. GC
471 - CASED BEAUMONT - ADAMS REVOLVER
A fine English Deane Adams & Deane percussion Beaumont Adams 54 bore double action revolver, circa late
1850’s. 5.9” Octagonal barrel with original foresight and
marked with London proofs and marked DEANE ADAMS & DEANE . 30. KING WILLIAM ST, T LONDON
BRIDGE. The frame is marked B. 1976 ADAMS PATENT
NO 17307 R. The otherside of the frame is fitted with Rigbys patent rammer. The cylinder is also marked with the serial number and each chamber proved. Metalwork retains
near all its original bright charcoal blue with all over slight
scratches. Cylinder has dark patina with faint case colours
as is the trigger guard. The safety and rammer with nice fire
blue. ExC chequered one piece grips. Contained in its original case with aged relined green velvet. Includes 54 bore
Adams marked double cavity bronze mould, James Dixon
bag flask, Ebony turn key and nipple wrench, Dixon pewter
oil bottle, Eley caps in a nice Japaned tin plus Ebony cleaning rod and patch cutter marked 52. ExWO&C NLR
Est. $5,500 - $6,500
472 - CASED ADAMS REVOLVER
A high quality model 1851 double action only percussion
revolver. Made under license by Belgian manufacture Celestin Dandoy. 6 1/2” .54 Bore octagonal barrel marked
with crown over U proof. The top strap marked MANUFD
BY C. DANDOY LICENSED BY DEANE ADAMS AND
DEANE LONDON. The frame with foliage engraving and
marked Adams patent and the otherside ADAMS 1851 PATENT logo. The cylinder is marked with proof and serial
number.The gun is fitted with a safety chain instead of a
spring and belt clip (clip has to be removed to fit in case).
Metalwork retains most original blue and dark patina to the
cylinder. ExC one piece fine chequered grips with engraved
butt trap. Contained in its original velvet lined Oak case
with rounded corners and brass escucheon. The casing is
typical European style and the lining shows age fading to a
coral colour. The case has a 2cm high hidden divided section
at the base, revealed when the case liner containing the gun
and accessories is removed. Accessories include bag shaped
flask, Belgian proved Adams marked mould, Ebony turn
key, nipple wrench and rod, Dixon pewter oil bottle, wadd
cutter and key. VG-ExWO&C NLR Est. $5,500 - $6,500
473 - CASED WESTLEY RICHARDS PISTOLS
Good quality pair of 38 bore percussion Officers/duelling pistols. 8” Octagonal twist pattern browned barrels
with platnium bands. The lock plates marked WESTLEY
RICHARDS and with scroll engraving and half cock safe-

474

475

482

476

477 - PINFIRE REVOLVER
European 7mm pinfire double action only revolver. 3 1/2”
Barrel with Birmingham proof marks. 6 Shot cylinder and
folding trigger. Metalwork has blue to the cylinder and traces of finish to the rest of the gun. Action works well and GC
one piece grips. Contained in a period case which has been
re partitioned and a repair to a break around the lip. Includes
rod, key and oil bottle. GWO&C NLR
478 - REMINGTON M700 RIFLE
US bolt action Sniper/Varmint .308 cal rifle. 20” Barrel
without sights, receiver with Picattiney one piece base and
marked REMINGTON MODEL 700. Metalwork retains
near all original matte black Military style finish fitted with
target style black synthetic stock with pronounced pistol
grip and wider forend. Includes a extra Hogue brand stock.
ExWO&C ALR
479 - JUNGLE CARBINE SPORTER
Sporterised SMLE #5 rifle. 20” Barrel with flash hider but
with bayonet lug removed. Receiver has been tapped over
the chamber and fitted with 4x32 scope. A mounting block
has been placed where the rear sight was but original sight
is included. Metalwork with 1945 date and thinning finish.
Woodwork has been refinished. GWO&C ALR

477

480 - SHMIDT RUBEN SPORTER
Straight pull bolt action Military rifle converted for sporting use. 25” 10.4x60R cal barrel. Receiver with scope rings.
Most overall blue. VGC Manlicher style full wood stock.
G-VGWO&C ALR

478

479

480

481 - HORNET SMLE RIFLE
Custom converted Lithgow SMLE to .22 Hornet cal. 24”
Barrel with iron sights. Metalwork with all over finish.
Sporter stock has been stained black. Has 5R detachable
magazine. FWO&C ALR
482 - KEA GUN
Spanish single shot .410 pistol. 12 1/2” Barrel, metalwork
with most blue to the barrel and case colours to the frame.
GC woodwork. VGWO&C CLR

23
483 - KEA GUN
.410 Single shot pistol. 12 1/2” Barrel marked MUGICA.
Metalwork with some pin pricking and most blue with faint
case colours on the frame. GC woodwork. GWO&C CLR
484 - REPRODUCTION NAVY REVOLVER
Italian .36 cal percussion reproduction 1851 Navy Revolver.
7 1/2” Octagonal barrel. Brass frame with blued cylinder
with Naval scene. Metalwork retains near all blue and case
colours. ExC walnut grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

495 - MKII STEN GUN
A most likely made from parts kit consisting of new and
original parts, 9mm STEN S.M.G. 8” Barrel with half
shroud. Receiver with sights and original NZ marked stock.
Metalwork with near all black finish and includes 33R magazine. GWO&C CLR

484

496 - RUSSIAN DP MACHINE GUN
Russian WWII 7.62x54R cal machine gun. 23 1/2” Barrel
including the falsh hider and with original sights. Receiver
is dated 1942 and with ordnance marks. Metalwork with
near all finish. VGC wooden butt stock with oiler and complete with bipod. Includes three pan shape magazines and
canvas mag pouch plus original carry bag. ExWO&C CLR

489

485 - REPRODUCTION FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Most likely home built flintlock pistol. 16” .50 cal Octagonal to round blued steel barrel and action. One piece stock
decorated with eagles heads. FC CLR
490

486 - SS UNIFORM BOOK
Waffen SS Uniforms & Insignia by Karwczyk & Lukcas.
HC, large format, 150 colour photos and 127 pages. ExC

491

487 - GERMAN ARMY UNIFORM BOOK
German Army Uniforms of WWII by Krawczyk. Similar to
previous but on Wehrmacht. ExC
488 - ROMMEL BOOK
Rommel in the Desert 1941-43 by Kuhn. Hard cover, large
format, 225 pages, B&W photos. ExC

490 - NAZI HUNTING KNIFE
Nazi German hunting knife. 16cm Clip point blade marked
Reichsbund Deutsch Jagershaft Berlin 1937 and with
Solinger logo. Alloy guard and pommel with antler handle.
Some staining to the blade and alloy. Includes its leather
basket weave sheath with broken retention strap. GC

499 - M60 MOUNT
US Military M122 tripod mount for the M60 GPMG. Most
green paint and with black metal US M122 marked plate.
VGC
500 - MG42 ANTI AIRCRAFT MOUNT
Yugoslav Post War Anti Aircraft mount to fit the MG42/53
machine gun. VGC
493

494

503 - TWO BREN MAGAZINES
Same as previous lot. ExC
504 - L4 BREN MAGAZINE
Magazine for the .308 cal Bren gun. Most overall original
finish. ExC

492 - SS PANTAGRAPH KNIFE
11cm Blade with Eickhorn logo. Brass handle with SS
Runes etc. Most likely produced for the GI market just after
the war. GC

494 - THOMPSON S.M.G
WWII 1928AI Thompson Submachine Gun. 10 1/2” Fluted
barrel fitted with Cutts compensator. Receiver fitted with
original Lyman adjustable sights and has the Thompson
trademark. The left hand side of the receiver has had the
original model and serial number ground off and has had
a new number stamped under the THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN legend. The right hand side has also been
ground where the patent info under the sight would be but
the AUTO ORDNANCE address can still be made out. The
gun is marked with British proof marks and small ordnance
mark around the chamber. Metalwork with grey areas and
blued finishes. GC woodwork with horizontal forend and
sling swivels in the British style on the side and top of the
woodwork. This gun was part of the WWII lend lease shipments sent to England. Includes its original WWII 50R L
drum magazine with near all original finish. GWO&C CLR

501 - BOX OF BREN MAGAZINES
12 Magazines for the 303 L.M.G. In original green transit
box. VG-ExC
502 - TWO BREN MAGAZINE
Two 303 cal Bren Magazines. Near all finish. ExC

496

491 - GOERING DAGGER
Musueum replica of the famous Hermann Goering Dagger.
25cm Damascus pattern blade. Most gold gilt to the guard,
pommel and scabbard. White celluloid handle. VGC

493 - JAPANESE NAVAL DIRK
WWII Japanese Naval Dirk/Tanto, 22 1/2cm blade with
some loss of the plating along the edge and spine. Ray skin
handle with brass wire wrap, pommel and guard. Includes
its leather and brass sheath with Crysanthemum design. GC

498 - BREN GUN MOUNT
Original British Military issue multi purpose Bren gun
mount. Allows the gun to be set up on fixed lines or as anti
aircraft mount and also used in Pill boxes. Most original
green paint and ordnance marked. VGC

492

489 - LUFTWAFFE DAGGER
Nazi German 2nd pattern Luftwaffe dagger. 257mm Blade
marked with the seated king SMF Solingen logo as well as
the Luftwaffe proof mark with No5. Natural aluminium hilt
fittings with original darkening in the recesses, pebbled finish to the back and oak leaf design on top of the guard. Yellow to orange celluloid handle with a small chip at the base
and aged hairline crack. Spring wire on the handle and most
gilt to the Swastika. Original scabbard with some loss of
finish and is dent free. VGC

497 - BREN DRUM MAGAZINE
Scarce original 100R 303 cal drum magazine to suit the
WWII British Bren gun. Top marked WIND and with original strap. Underside marked with A in circle. Includes winding tool marked L6 and mounting bracket. The mounting
bracket is a new made item. ExC

505 - BREN AA SIGHT
Scarce AA sight for the British L.M.G. ExC

495

506 - WWII THOMPSON L DRUM
WWII period Thompson 1928/A1 drum magazine. Without patent or loading info. Shows definate age and use
(not a modern copy). New all original finish turning plumb
and thinning on the edges. Includes an original pouch US
marked on the flap and with British marking and 49 date on
the inside. VGWO&C
507 - AUSTRALIAN THOMPSON MAGAZINES
Rare and seldom seen Australian Army WWII Issue 6 cell
pouch for the .45 cal S.M.G complete with six 30R stick
magazines. ExC
508 - THREE THOMPSON MAGAZINES
Three 20R Thompson magazines. Slight pin pricking and
thinning finish. GC

509

509 - WALTHER PP PISTOL
Nazi WWII period German Walther .32 cal pistol. 3 1/2”
Barrel, slide with original sights and marked with Walther
banner, Zella Mehlis address, cal and model. The otherside
with nitro Nazi proof mark, also on the barrel. Metalwork
with most original finish with slight holster wear to the slide
and muzzle. ExC original black plastic grips. Includes its
black leather Military holster with 1937 date and Berlin
manufacturers logo. ExC CLR

24
510 - NAZI CZ 27 PISTOL
WWII German Military issue Czech .32 cal semi auto pistol. 3 3/4” Barrel, slide with original sights and marked on
top BOHMISCHE WAFFENFABRIK A.G. IN PRAG and
serial number. Left hand side marked Pistole Model 27 Kal
7,765. Right hand side with Waffen amt Wa A76. Metalwork with near all original finish. ExC CZ original logo Bakelite grips and original magazine. A nice early example and
hard to find better. ExWO&C CLR

526

526 - NAGANT SNIPER RIFLE
Soviet 91/30 7.62x54R cal Military bolt action rifle. 29”
Barrel with iron sights and 1943 dated chamber. Receiver
fitted with early type Soviet copy of Zeiss VP/PEM scope
marked with Hamer and Sickle, plus 1934 date and on early
type mount with turned down bolt handle. Metalwork with
near all finish and VGC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR

510

511 - NAZI SAUER PISTOL
WWII Nazi German Military issue Sauer & Sohn model
38-H .32 cal semi auto pistol. 3 1/2” Barrel, slide with
original sights and marked with cal and Nazi nitro proofs.
The frame with nitro proof and Waffen amt. Metalwork with
typical war time heavy machining marks and thin original
blue finish. VGC original logo grips and original magazine.
Includes its 1941 dated and maker marked leather holster
with scuffing to the edges. ExWO&C CLR

527 - NAGANT 91/30 RIFLE
Russian WWII Mosin Nagant 7x54R cal rifle. 29” Barrel
with correct sights and 42 dated chamber. Metalwork with
most finish. Woodwork missing the butt plate and very
rough around the sling holes. FWO&C ALR

511

528 - PPS43 SUBMACHINE GUN
Russian 7.62x25 cal S.M.G. 9 1/2” Barrel with ventilated
shroud and flash hider receiver stamped with 6 inside circle
mark and 1952 date. Metalwork with near all blue thinning
to the edges. Steel stock with East German ordnance marks.
Complete with sling and canvas pouch with three magazines
in total. ExWO&C CLR

512

512 - ENFIELD REVOLVER
British WWII .38 S&W cal revolver. 5” Barrel marked with
calibre and ordnance marks. Double action only model
marked ENFIELD No2 MKI* 1941. Metalwork with near
all original finish. ExC original wooden grips with lanyard
ring. ExWO&C B/CLR

529 - HUNGARIAN SUBMACHINE GUN
PPSH 41 7.62x25 cal S.M.G. 10” Barrel with ventilated
shroud and 1952 date and ordnance marks plus original
sights. Metalwork with near all finish fitted with correct
wooden stock and includes its drum magazine. VGWO&C
CLR

513 - 38 S&W AMMO
Two original British Military 12R packets of .380/38 S&W
ammo. ExC ALR
514 - LUGER PARTS
1916 Chamber dated barrel with extension, toggle, mainspring, bolt and several small parts. GC

528
530

530 - SCORPION SUBMACHINE GUN
Czech VZ61 .32ACP cal S.M.G. 4 1/4” Barrel, slide with
adjustable rear sight and top folding wire stock. Receiver
with 3 position selector. Metalwork with most overall blue.
GC wooden grip, includes its 10R magazine and holster.
VGWO&C CLR

515 - ADAMS BULLET MOULD
Bronze 38 bore double cavity mould for Adams Percussion
Pistol. Marked with Robert Adams logo and 38. As found in
cased set. VGC
516 - BULLET MOULDS
Two sissor single ball moulds marked 14 and No35, plus
WD dark patina. GC
517 - 1860 ARMY REVOLVER STOCK
Reproduction shoulder stock for Colt 1860 Army. Some
slight scratches to the wood otherwise VGC

531 - AR15 RIFLE
US Rock River LAR-15 .223 cal rifle. 20” Heavy barrel
with flash hider fitted. Flat top with removable hand guard
with sight. A2 butt stock with Magpul grip. The gun is fitted
with the 38mm flare version of the M203 grenade launcher
with special forend. ExWO&C ELR

531

529

532 - FN FAL RIFLE
Belgian FN 7.62x51 cal semi auto rifle. 17” Barrel fitted
with over barrel supressor. Receiver with FN Herstal address and correct sights, fitted with picattiney rail with
Sightron dot scope. Folding steel butt stock. Synthetic pistol
grip and forend also has another dust cover and 20R magazine. F-GWO&C ELR

518 - GERMAN UNIT BADGE
Kriegsmarine ‘K MEN’ 1st class cloth unit badge. VGC
519 - GERMAN QUALIFICATION BADGE
Similar to previous ‘K MEN’ but Q class qualification. VGC
520 - SPANISH CROSS
Nazi German Spanish Cross award in silver with swords
and cut out Swastika marked 800 on the flat pin. Measures
61x59mm, 35g.
532

521 - CLOSE COMBAT CLASP
WWII Nazi German close combat clasp in bronze bottle type pin and the back makers marked F E C W.E.
PEEKHAUS BERLIN & AUS F A.G.M.U.K GABLONZ.
Measures 180x23mm, 50g. VGC
522 - LUFTWAFFE PRIZE SHIELD
Bronze Luftwaffe prize shield. Early type with wreath.
Some staining. GC

533

533 - WALTHER HP PISTOL
German Walther HP Army model 9mm semi automatic
pistol. 5” Barrel with original sights. Slide marked with
Walther banner Zella Mehlis address and Mod HP. Frame
marked with H serial number prefix and commercial crown
N proof (Swedish contract range). Metalwork with near all
original bright commercial blue and with correct grips. The
magazine is correct type without markings, except the serial
number which is mismatched to the gun. ExWO&C B/CLR
534 - COLT 1911 PISTOL
Circa 1913 US Military .45 acp Colt 1911 semi auto pistol. 5” Barrel, slide with Barley Corn fore sight and original
rear sight. The slide with patent info ending in 1913 date
and with logo, plus Hartford address. The other side marked
MODEL OF 1911 U.S. ARMY. The frame is marked with
faint inspectors mark above the magazine catch. The otherside marked with serial number in the Military style No
33***. Metalwork with all over blue finish. Original diamond pattern grips with small chip on one side and some
wear. Original magazine with staple. Includes its 1917 dated
1916 pattern holster. VGWO&C B/CLR

523 - GERMAN SHOULDER STRAPS
Three pair of WWII German straps. Pre war NCO. Infantry
Luetenant. Two Luftwaffe paratrooper flight crew boards
but not a pair. VGC
524 - AUSTRIAN POLICE AWARD
Rare Nazi Austrian Police Alpine award. Most of the blackened finish to eagle and Swastika. Green and white enamel
to the wreath, fixed type pin. Measures 68x39mm, 15g.
VGC

525 - TINNIE AND BATTLE SHIELD
Nazi German service awards. Holland 1928-1938 Tinnie
and Narrik 1940 Armshield on fabric back. VGC

534

524

25
535 - WEBLEY MARK I* REVOLVER
British Military .455 cal Revolver, circa 1890’s. 4” Barrel
with ordnance marks on the top strap, frame and release
catch. The frame is marked WEBLEYS PATENT MARK I*
and the back strap has a unit mark 5.12 ON O.T.C 55. Metalwork with most original finish thinning on the edges. The
original grips are broken on one side and missing a section
at the base otherwise VGWO&C B/CLR

546 - K98 MAUSER RIFLE
Pre War 8mm German Military bolt action rifle. 24” Barrel
with correct sights and faint US importer marks. Chamber
marked S/147/G (Sauer & Sohn 1935). Barrel and receiver
are matching, small parts and with mismatched number on
the bolt. VGC laminated woodwork. GWO&C ALR

535

536 - WEBLEY M1905 PISTOL
British Webley .32acp cal semi automatic pistol. 3 1/2” Barrel, slide marked WEBLEY & SCOTT Ltd etc. Metalwork
with most original blue with a section thinning on the right
hand side and front edges. The original grips have a chip
missing on one side at the top and a crack in the other. Missing firing pin otherwise G-VGWO&C CLR

547 - G33/40 BAYONET
Bayonet for the early variant of the Mountain Rifle. 29.5cm
Blade with slight staining and marked CZ and Waffen amt.
GC worn grips, grey to dark patina. Scabbard with tgf code.
GC

536

548 - G33/40 AMMO POUCHES
Pair of original leather ammo pouches for the Mountain Ri547 fle. RZM marked on the back. VGC
546

537 - ENFIELD .22 REVOLVER
Built from a No2 Mark 1 and modified to .22lr. 3” Sleaved
barrel and modified hammer. Metalwork with thin finish and
GC original grips. GWO&C CLR

537

538 - 1911 MARINE CORPS SHOULDER HOLSTER
WWII M3 shoulder holster for the 1911/1911A1 pistol.
Front embossed US and the back USMC BOYT and most
likely a date but can’t be made out. Some cracking to the
black leather on the edges and strap. VGC
539 - 1911 SHOULDER HOLSTER
US M3 WWII shoulder holster. Brown leather marked US
on the front & US ENGER KRESS 1945 on the back. VGC
540 - 1911 HOLSTER
WWII M1916 holster. Tan leather marked US on front and
TEXTAN on the back. VGC

550
551

543

551 - JOHNSON BAYONET
Very rare bayonet for the WWII US Johnson semi automatic
rifle. 20cm Blued blade and handle with nearly all finish and
includes original leather sheath. ExC

553 - GARAND EN BLOCKS
Five M1 Garand ammo chargers. VGC

545

554 - TAURUS REVOLVER
Brazilian .357 Magnum cal revolver. 6” Barrel with adjustable sights. Most overall blue. Worn original grips. FGWO&C B/CLR

544

542 - H&K G3 SCOPE
Original German Military Hensold Z24 scope for the 308
G3 rifle. Includes its transit case with night vision filler. ExC

541

543 - MAUSER G33/40 CARBINE
WWII Nazi German Mountain Troops bolt action 8mm cal
carbine. 20” Barrel with original sights. Chamber marked
with 1940 date and 945 (early Brno code). Action with correct hollow bolt handle and G33/40 marks. Metalwork with
most overall finish. VGC correct laminated stock with steel
section at the butt and duffle bag cut between the sight and
sling swivel. ExWO&C ALR

545 - S/42 MAUSER RIFLE
German Pre War Mauser 8mm cal bolt action rifle. 24” Barrel with correct sights and marked with Weimar Eagle. The
chamber marked S/42 1937 and with several proof marks
(S/42 code for Mauser, considered the best of the manufactures). The receiver marked Mod 98. The underside of
the gun marked with Waffen amts WaA63. Metalwork with
thinning original blue. External numbers, except the stock,
are matching. The stock with some dings is the correct type
but with Portugese crest (most likely using up contract
stocks). Complete with cleaning rod. GWO&C ALR

550 - GARAND BAYONET
WWII bayonet for the US rifle. Blade marked UC US, flying
bomb. Includes resin scabbard. VGC

552 - M7 GRENADE LAUNCHER
Rifle grenade launcher for the WWII MI Garand. Marked
MLS M7 LAUNCHER etc. VGC

538

541 - TRIJICON SCOPE
High grade US TR23-29 Telescopic Sight. 5-20x50 With
Mildot cross hair, green illuminated dot and 30mm tube. Includes rings and original packageing. Like new ExWO&C.

544 - PORTUGESE 1941 SHORT RIFLE
WWII period Mauser contract bolt action 8mm cal rifle. 24”
Barrel with original sights with protector serial number and
Nazi nitro proof. The chamber is marked with the Portugese
crest 1941 date and several 135 Waffen amt marks and nitro
proof. The side marked with Obendorf address. There are
also several other Waffen amts on the gun. Early G prefix
serial number, all external numbers are matching. Metalwork retains near all original blue. ExC original wood work
marked with WaA135 waffen amts and crest. Includes its
original matching numbered bayonet and a sling. Stocks that
were held in Germany in 1944 were released to the Wehrmacht. Hard to find better with only a few handling marks.
ExWO&C ALR

549 - K98 CLEANING KIT
Oringinal German WWII metal ‘cigarette case’ cleaning kit.
Includes chain, bottle tool and brushes. GC

555 - HI STANDARD PISTOL
US .22lr Supermatic Citation model semi auto pistol. 6 1/2”
Barrel, slide with adjustable sights and makers mark. Near
all blue. VGC wooden grips. ExWO&C
556 - .22 LUGER PISTOL
German Erma La 22 semi auto .22lr cal Luger pistol. 4”
Barrel, metalwork with most original black finish flaking on
the barrel. GC wooden grips. GWO&C B/CLR
557 - S&W 22 PISTOL
Model 422 .22lr semi auto. 6” Barrel, slide with adjustable
sights and near all blue. ExC wooden grips. ExWO&C B/
CLR

554

558 - SPANISH SHOTGUN
Side by Side 12g Zabala Shotgun. 27 1/2” Barrels with full
and modified chokes. Most overall blue and white engraved
action. Woodwork with scratches. F-GWO&C ALR
559 - 16G SHOTGUN
Side by Side Shotgun by Irish maker W Kavenagh & Sons
Dublin. 29” Blued barrels with address. Boxlock double
trigger action with name and foliate engraving. Most overall blue and VGC wooden stock. Includes canvas case.
VGWO&C ALR

555

556

560 - SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN
Most likely Spanish single shot 12g. 31” Barrel marked
Daod Sons Armoury. Engraved action and wooden stock.
GWO&C

558
557
559

26
561 - MANTON SHOTGUN
Manton back action Hamer shotgun. 29” Damascus 12g
barrels marked J MANTON & CO FINE LAMINATE
STEEL. The action is also marked MANTON and engraved
and with side break leaver and functions. The gun is missing the triggerguard and replacement pins to the hammers.
Metalwork with dark heavily used patina and the woodwork
is also heavily worn. Once a fine shotgun from the best of
makers, now a restorers special! PWO&C ALR
562 - CHASEPOT SHOTGUN
French Chasepot converted to sporting 12g needle fire. 30”
Barrel with Belgian proofs. Metalwork with traces of finish.
Sporterised wooden pistol grip stock. FWO&C ALR

566 - STEN MAG AND SLING
British Military marked and dated 1944 sling, plus a 32R
magazine with most blue finish. Sling as issued. VG-ExC
567 - K98 SLING
Original German Military sling for the Mauser rifle. Faint
basket weave pattern without markings. GC

561

568 - BOFARS SHELL
Brass empty shell for the 40mm cannon dated 52 and headstamped. VGC
569 - BRITISH HELMET
WWII Period with liner, some rusting to the original green
finish. FC

562

563 - WALTHER CONVERSION KIT
.32 cal conversion kit for the GSP semi auto pistol. Includes
two magazines. ExWO&C B/CLR
564 - SAVAGE .17 CAL RIFLE
Savage bolt action .17 mach II cal bolt action mark II Model
rifle. 19” Barrel without sights fitted with scope, 10 shot
magazine and synthetic stock. VGWO&C ALR

564

570 - 1911 AMMO POUCH
Twin cell canvas magazine pouch for the US 1911 .45 Pistol. WWI issue with faint makers mark PB &CO JAN 1918.
VGC
571 - THOMPSON 30R MAGAZINE
To suit the 1928A1 or M1A1. SWCO marked with most
thinning blue. GC

565 - P1888 BAYONET
British Lee Enfield bayonet. 20cm Blade with some staining. GC wooden grips and includes scabbard which is broken at the base otherwise GC

572 - THOMPSON SLING
Reproduction US Kerrs pattern web sling for the S.M.G.
ExC

NOTES

We will have an arms officer in attendance for your convenience to arrange permits.
* Pistol Club shooters – If you wish to uplift a pistol on your B license at the auction you will have to bring with you a “pinky” form from your pistol club secretary.
Otherwise you can arrange to pick up the pistol at a later date.
We will have EFTPOS for your convenience. Note there is often a bank limit on eftpos of $2000. We accept Visa and Mastercard – 3% surcharge will apply for credit
cards. Sorry we do not accept American Express.
Please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes for transport of firearms from the venue.
POSTAL BIDDERS
We guarantee to get your lots at the lowest possible price having regard to the next highest postal bid, bidding of the floor and any reserves. Send your bids early, if
two bids are the same the first bid we receive takes preference. Fax or post your bids on the postal bidding form included with the catalogue to the number or address
below. Payment must be made on receipt of invoice. Do not wait until you get your permits as delay hold up payments to our vendors. Sorry we can not courier to
post boxes, our courier requires a physical address. International bidders please contact us for an estimate on freight and other charges.
BUYERS PREMIUM
10% Buyers premium on the hammer price applies plus G.S.T on the premium only
POSTAL REQUIREMENT OF 1993 ARMS ACT
All firearms and ammunition (excluding antique) require an accompanying statement from a police officer validating your license. A form can be downloaded from
our website. Pistols, restricted weapons & military style semi automatics require a permit to procure before delivery.

CONDITION ABBREVIATIONS

LICENSE ABBREVIATIONS

ExWO&C
VGWO&C
GWO&C
ExC
VGC
GC
FC
PC

ALR
BLR
CLR
ELR
NLR

Excellent working order & condition
Very good working order & condition
Good Working order & condition
Excellent condition
Very good conditon
Good condition
Fair condition
Poor condition

Standard firearms license
Pistol shooters license
Collectors license
Military style semi automatic license
No license required

White tickets on firearms mean standard license required
Red tickets on firearms mean endorsed license required
Green tickets on firearms mean no license required
CONTACT DETAILS

For information or price guide on any lots contact Greg Carvell c/- S.A.I Guns
Telephone
+64 9 579-3771
Fax
+64 9 579-3401
Email
greg@guns.co.nz
Website
www.guns.co.nz
Postal
P.O Box 112313
Penrose 1061
Auckland New Zealand
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BACK COVER : Lot 205 Henry lever action rifle and Colt 1851 Navy Revolvers lots 130 and 142

CARVELL’S AUCTIONS
POSTAL BIDDING FORM



Name:
Address:
Credit Card#

Exp

/

Signature
Firearms License#
Prefered Method of payment - tick box: Visa Mastercard Cheque
Bank Cheque Pay on pick up Online Banking* 3% surcharge on credit cards
Lot#

Description of Lot

Maximum Bid NZ$

We remind you to get your bids in early, if we receive two bids of the same amount the first one
received stands. We endevour to get items for you at the lowest possible price.
New Postal Bidders: Will need to establish a line of credit by supplying current credit card details in the space above, you will be given the option to choose your method of payment
Fax bids by 8pm 2 days prior to the auction (649) 579-3401 or post to Carvell’s Auctions P0 Box 112313 Penrose 1642. Auckland. New Zealand.
Payment to be made within 7 days of receiving your invoice

I agree to the terms and conditions of the auction
Signature:
Date:

CARVELL’S AUCTIONS
STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. Buyers Premium. Buyers will be charged 10% of the hammer price, GST will be charged on the buyers premium only. Vendors
will be charged 10% selling commission, plus 1% Insurance and GST on these charges only.
2. All lots sold as shown & with all faults, imperfections and errors of description. The Auctioneers act as agent: they have full
discretion to refuse any bidding or to withdraw any lot or lots from the sale without in either case giving any reason: neither they
nor the vendor are responsible for errors of description or for genuiness or authenticity of any lot or for any fault or defect in it and
make no warrant whatever. Due to the accurate reproduction of some badges and particularly German, we catalogue all such items
as they appear to be, this is in line with major auction houses worldwide, it is up to the bidder to satisfy himself on any such lots.
3. The highest bidder to be the purchaser, subject to the Auctioneers having the right to refuse bidding of any person. Should any
dispute arise as to the biddings the lot in dispute is to be immediately put up for sale again at the preceeding bidding or the Auctioneers may declare the purchaser.
4. No person shall advance less at a bid than the sum to be nominated by the Auctioneer and no bid shall be retracted.
5. All lots sold subject to the right of the seller or his agent to impose a reserve.
6. The purcaser to give his name, address, firearms license details and to pay for all lots in full at the conclusion of the sale. In default
of which matters the lot or lots purchased may be immediately resold.
7. The lots are at the buyer’s risk from the fall of the hammer and are to be taken away at the buyer’s expense, in default of which
the Auctioneers will not hold themselves responsible if the same are lost, stolen , damaged or otherwise destroyed, but they will
be left at sole risk of the purchaser. If the lots are not cleared or paid for, they may be sold immediately without prior notice being
given to the defaulter.
8. Firearms Licenses and or appropriate permits must be produced along with receipted invoices prior to delivery of any lot.
9. Payment: Eftpos, Bank Cheque, Cash, Personal Cheques by arrangement, the Auctioneers reserve the right to request identification in the case of any purchaser not known to the Auctioneers. Credit Cards ie Master Card/Visa will be accepted, however a 3%
service charge will apply. Note the bank often has a limit of around $2000 per day for eftpos
10. The Auctioneers cannot be held responsible for any injury or damage to persons or property thru attempts to fire any firearms
which are sold as collectors items only, this also applies to all ammunition.
11. POSTAL BIDS: Lots will be bought as favourably as allowed by other such bids, bidding on the floor and any reserve. All bids
must be accompanied by a signed photo copy of your firearms license. Only successfull bidders will be notified. Freight and Packing charges incurred will be paid by the successful bidder. We dispatch via Courier, street address or suitable drop point, PLEASE
NO PO BOXES. We take all care but accept no responsibility. Each package has $1000 insurance limit, also applies to items sent
by post.
12. POSTAL BIDDERS: PAYMENT MUST BE MADE ON RECEIPT OF INVOICE, DO NOT WAIT UNTIL YOU GET
YOUR PERMITS, DELAYS HOLD UP PAYMENT TO OUR VENDORS.
13. FIRST TIME BIDDERS will need to establish a line of credit by supplying credit card details.
14. We accept your bids in good faith however bad debts and change of mind are not acceptable. Recovery of debts will be strongly
persued through legal channels.
15. If you are bidding on behalf of another person you are responsible for inspecting the item and payment.
16. Measurements and weights are only an approximate.

